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FOREWORD

The impact of research and development on .7ocational

education programs is an impoltant and pervasive topic. Research
A

Administrators need to know the impact OT R&D both for account-

ability v)(1 For program planning purposes. This report contains
1,1

criteria for determining the impact of research and development.

Both formative and sumrative impact criteria are proposed for

kssessina potential and actual impact. The criteria are based on

impact studies or twenty-eight products conducted by the National

Center for Pesearch n Vocational Pducation and a review of the

literature. Salient features of each criterion are illustrated

with excerpts from one or more of the impactsstudies. Guidelines

'and caveats are noted for eaeh of the sixte4n criteria. Criteria

were classified'by five R&D procT4ram'improvement stages.

Approaches to assessing impact are suggested.

Appreciation is extended to the reviewers of-1-51s report,

Thomas Owens, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory; Peter.

Seidman, Illinois State Board of Education; .Wesley Budke;

'oational Center for Research in Vocational rducation; Floyd

%ational Center for Research in Vocational Education;

and N.L. Lectional Conter'fotyesearch in Vocational

Pducation. A special note of thanks goes to the authors, Kay

Adams, Debra Bragg, .and William Pull, for tileir development of

criterjra for systematic assvsment of impact. Recognition is due

to Constance Faddis and.Sharon L. Pain for editing and to Jeani

Gray for typing this report.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director

.National Center foe Research
in Vocational Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Since 1970, the vocationa) education community has spent
over $350 million to conduct research and development (R&D). In

light of such an investment, Eesearch administrators need to know
not only what changes can be attributed to the use of R&D
products, but also the characteristics of successful R&D.

This report was written to help research administrators and
evaluatoEs increase the impact of R&D on vocational education
programs. By ident4fying criteria for successful innovations,
vocational educators can become more systematic in assuring that
R&D innovations make a difference.

Sixteen R&D impact criteria are discussed in this report.
'ihe criteria were derived from three data bases. The central
data bhse was impact studies of twenty-eight selected state-
developed and National Center products. These impact studies
were conducted by the National Center for Research in Vocational
Education between 1978 and 1982; both qualititive and quanti-
tative data were collected. The second data base was a
computerized ERIC search of 267 impact studies of educational'
innovations. The.third,data base was seminal theoretical works
and research studies from the innovation diffusion literature.
After tentative criteria were identified, they were reviewed by
participants in the Fifth Nationwide Vocational Education

4 Dissemination and Utilization Conference, and revised.

Each.criterion is classified within one of five R&D program
improvement stages. The stages are development, dissemination,
implementation, utilization, and effects. These stages are
viewe.1 as basically ltneararthough in practice work flows in a
cyclical direction between the stages. Most models for assessing
R&D impact focus only on the last stage, effects. However the
"impact potential" of an innovation is determined by activities
in the earlier stages. Consequently this report discusses both
formaftive and summative impact criteria. These criteria should
be met by an innovation as it flows through each of the R&D-based
program improvement stages. Impact potential of a product
accrues at the formative stages. Summative impact is the actual
effects of an innovation A individuals, organizations, and
society.

Impact criteria are defined for each stage, and salient
features of eacR criterion are illustrated'by a case example from
an impact study. Guideline's and caveats for using each criterion
are recom&nded. A brie statement on each stage, with each
criterion underlined, foll ws:

Development Impact begins with the development of a
high quality product. Involvement of relevant
audiences should be used to construct a

ix
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user-oriented 'product. A,systematically
developed product should be research based,
tested, and revised.

Dissemination Strategic dissemination to encourage the,
spread of the R&D product to primary
audiences is essential. Normally, multiple
communicatio channels Are used to increase

. ,, the dikelihoodidespread dissemination.

qmplementation 'A prerequisite for impact is selective
implementatPon. Psychoiogical, adminis-
trative,. and physical support systems are-
necessary to make an innovation opek-ationaI.
Cost .feasibility'studies are helpful in :4

deciding bow mucTic:the innoOtion will cost to
implement.

Nt
Utilization', Integrated use results in integrating.a

product into personal and organizational
routines. Impact measures shOuld allow for'
multiPle patterns'of use, some of which may
be unanticipated. Time on task in using'the,
innovation enhaqs.es impact.

Effects User s.atisfaction is a prerequisite to otber ,

effects. Product use should ,result in
individual growth, organizational change, and
sbcietal contributions.

Improving vocational education with R&D produCts Should be. a
systema.tic, incremenal process. Impact potential can be built .

in4..o R&D products if specific criteria and guidelines are met
throughout the R&D process. This report should help research
administrators, project directors and evaluators gain increased
impact from limited R&D dollars.

/I



CHAPTERI

INTRODUCT9IN

The -use of scientific evidence td improve programs has been

part of the vocational education system qince its beginning.

Funds authorized for program improvement in the.Vocational

Educa'..don Act:of 1963 and the Vocational Education Amendments of

1976 have resulted in numerOus research and development (R&D),

projects. Since 1970, sustained funding of vocational education

R&D has resulted in-over $350 million in expenditures (Hull

1980). 'Budke (1982) rei)orts that betWeen 1-978-82 nearly $105

million were spent 1.-)y states on nearly 4,000 prograim improvement

projects. These projects have produced research findings,

products, and. e.aining used to upgrade the knowledge, attitudes, ,

and skills of ath vocational eduCators.and stUdents. Through

these efforts, a technolpigy,of how to conduet research, dis-
.

/
seminate products, and use them to improve peopleand programs

4

has gradually evolved. This technology has not always worked

well. Becabseof the'laCk of coordination between the efforts4 a
,

< ,

medpocre idea is often used extensively while 'one with potentia

for significant improvement.may be overlooked. The persons most
._,

:-,,

c

likely to use the R&D impact criteria discussed in this, report

are esearch administratois, Oialuators-and others concerned with
--..,...i../

.
. .

th-duse of T..,,D products to improve vocational educatipn programs-

Project directors can also use these criteria to rhonitor

-development and dissemination activities.

1



There are several terms used in this report tbat.need

definition. Chief aong them is imp4 act. Impact is defined as a

measurable change resulting :from an innovation. An innovation

can effect actual cbange through its use, and it can acauire the

potential for change by meeting specific:criteria. Potential for

change is an impontant dimension of impact assessment hecouse,it

is.often impractical to.wait until after an innovation has heel)
\

completed to assess impact. Funding soprces, commihrtent.to the

innovation', and the need for data are much stronger during the

'formative stages of the R&D process. Consequently, this r,eport
$

discusseS both formative and sammative impact. Formative impact

can be measured by performance standards that an innovation

J .

should meet at each formative stage of the,R&D program
.

t

improyementlprocessdeveloTent, dissemiriation, ithplementation,

and use. Summative impact is the actual effects of an innovation

on individuals, organiLations, and society. Fig'6i-e I illustrate-.

the relationship between forativ and stimmative impact. As

shown in the figure, some actual;impact can oecur during

formative P&P proar:am impcoveMent stages.

An innovation is defined as an idea that is perceived 1,y an

adopting unit as a new one. *Innovation is used synoporously with

R&L product in the'context,of this repOrt. An R&D prodact ray he

a research report, an instructionnl quid6, a training'workshop,

or technical assil4tance provided by an R&D specialist at the

n'auest of a practicing f!clucator.

2
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Figure 1. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FORMATIVE AND SUMMATIVE IMPACT
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Other terms used in this report are 3efined as follcws:

Adopting unit--An individual or group or individuals who
use an'innovation.

Primary user--The person or persons for whom the product
Was developed.

Secondary user--A person or persons who use the product as a
direct result of the primary user's influence.

Purpose of Objectives

The'purpose,of this l'eport is t6 expand the reader's concept

of impact stemming from the deVelopment and use of.research-basea

products. It encompasses not only the usual concept of impact

(as an effect of using products), but also includes preconditions

to the development of impact for research and aevelopment

AdditiOnally, formatiNie impact may occur during the

earlier stages of the R&D, program improvement process. Examples

of "how an P&D product may make things different" in each stage

of the program improvement process are illustrated below using

Athe results of the Performance-Based Teacher Education (PBTE)

modules developea at the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education (National Center). These stages are

discussed in Chapter II.

Stage Example of Impact

Development Draft versions of PBTE modules were tested in
eighteen field sites prior to 1977. Un-
doubtedly, the teachers ana students using
these modules were affected either positively
or negatively as a result of this use even
before the modules were placed on the market.

4



riem raticu ("ver 7r0,coo rodules wore disseminated h'etween
rarch 1077 and January 10Pn. Recipients'
awareness of the modules was Changed as a
result of this activity.

Trrlerentation merple University professors allowed students
to use the PPTP roc-Jules in any sequence and at
their own race, thereby altering the usual
structure of this institution's teacher edu-
cation course work..

ptili7ation "MP completion of fo,-ty-five PPTP modules wes
sul'stituted for thirtv-six credits in the
teacher cortlfication procram at the Pniver-
sitv oc Central Florida, disrlacing other
courvs in teacher rreparation.

rffert=., Pserorts fror faculty, staff, ahd students
indicated the tire reauired tO certify tea-
chers had been shortened.

Fuch chanres as a result of P'4P are unique to a particular.staae

rc ir,-roverert ir that there is no guarantee that the impact from

ere stage would be passed on to the next. Fowever, product users

Onring an.earlv stare of develorment often ecore advocates at a

later stare. 4'uch additional advocacy undoubtedly increases the

irr;Irt of P rroOoot at the utili7ation or effects stages.

"MP followinc two obiectives were useo for this report:

1. To select criteria for determining the imract of P&P
within'each stare c,f the rrocram irprovement process.

"c illustrate salient features of each criterion
with representative rases fror impact studies.

Tmnact data, either forrative or summative, can be used

either for accounta.hility or for planning future P&D inter- .

ventions. Tn a sense, irpact data can become needs-sensing data

for future programs. This contribution of impact data t

elanninc and rolicv 'formilIation is auite different from the

pccr,ortai-iJitv motivation that often drives impact.

5



Methodology

Several procedures were used to identify the impact

criteria. First, three data bases for deriving impact c-riteria

were established. The central data base included impact studies

of twenty-eight selected R&D products conducted by the tiational

Center between 1978 and 1982. The second data base.was a

computerized search of impact studies in the Educational

Resources Information Center (ERIC). Two hundred sixty-seven

studies were identified in this data base, many of them

follow-ups of research-based products. The thied-data base

included selected works from R&D product diffusion literature.

'After this literature was examined for significant impact

criteria, a list of twenty-eight criteria were identified. The

criteria were classified by,stages in the program improvement

- process. These criteria were then revised by project staff, by

participants in the Fifth Nationwide Vocational, Education

Dissemination and Utilization Conference, and finally by draft

report reviewers. Sixteen R&D impact criteria resulted.

Excerpts were selected from the impact studies of vocational

education R&D products and programs condudted by the National

Center between 1978 and 1982. Eight of these were state-

developed program improvement products and twenty were National

Center products and programs. These studies examined impact as

well as analyzed factors which contributed to impact. In most

cases, the data were collected on site through interviews,

observation, and reviews of records. Additionally, mail surveys

-were used to assess the distribution, use, and impact of the

6
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state-developed products. Several of the National Center

products were studied through telephone interviews with

recipients; these studies provided cumulative evidence of impact

irom different types of R&D-based innovations.

Limitations of .the Report

1. The languaye and concepts used to portray impact are

linked to the R&D procpss% All of the studies used to illustrate

the impact criteria were based on utilization of R&D products.

This limits interpretation and implications from these findings'

to research-based program improvements.

2. A "product" mentality pervades these criteria, This was

not deliberate; it was merely convenient. Icransportability of

R&D results is enhanced by _packaging the innovative finding or

procedure in a way that is acceptable to others. However, the

reauer should keep in mind that most R&D generates many effects

(such as a changed attitude in people who are associated with it)

that cannot be packaged into a product; they must be exper-

ienced. Because of this, training workshops and t(:chnical'

assistance efforts are considered R&D products.

Toward a Conceptual Framework of R&D Impact

Curr.ent limitations.in R&D'funds place pressure on

researchers to ensure program improvement. Accountability has

become a major concern for both researchers and program managers.

With this in mind, the authors have examined the program improve-

ment literature for ways to enhance impact.

7
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Three bodies of knowledge provide guidance for identifying

*the critical ingredients of R&D impact. These are (1) theory and

models that define innovation diffusion and knowledge util47

zation, (2) lar.ge-sdale empirical.studies of the change process,

and ?3) evaluations of vocational education R&D efforts that

appear to have had impact. A brief descirription of each of these

knowledge i)ases follows.

Theory & Models

Conceptual frameworlis for describing the processes of

Annov,ation diffusion and knowledge utilization have abounded in

the literature. Rogers (1962) described a five-stage adoption

process that involved carefully guided movement from initial

awareness, interest, evaluation, and trial to final adoption of
A

an innovation. Rogers included descriptions of innovation

characteristics, environmental facilitators and inhibitors, and

categories of adopters in his'diffusion model.

Havelock (1971) added the personal linkage perspective. He

emphasized the importance of interpersonal linkages among

researchers and practitioners in problem identificatign and

solution. Kotler (1972) built a repertoire of change strategies

to be used in diffusing innovations. Chin and Benne (1969)

described three dategories of strategies: coercive, persuaSive,

and reeducative. Zaltman and Duncan (1977) expanded the realm of

possible change strategies to include an array of tactics'from

direct mail to network building. The Dissemination Analysis

GrousL(1977) reorganized RogN's model into four levels: spread,

8



exchange, choice, and implementation. Hall and Loucks (1477)

added the concept of "levels of use" of innovations from

routine use to renewal. Sieber (1968) expanded the list: of

environmental 'situations that affect ihnovations-by considering

factOrs,such as reSistance to innovation and goal conflicts.
\-1

Later, Sieber (1981) added conceptual guidelines for incentives

and disincentives to knowledge utilization. Louis, Rosenblunt,

and Molitor (1481) defined bharacteristics of external agents

that facilitate knowledge utilization. Most recently, the

concept of "system lihkage" has been emphasized in diffusion

,literature. Weick (1976) introduced the concept of "loose-

coupling" or the establishment-of informal, voluntary, and often

.nonrational lieages within and among organizations.. The

diffusion literature base provides Conceptual frameworks for

identifying facililtators and inhibitors of R&D impact.

Within vocational education, the National Center has

conducted numerous studies that apply diffusion literature. One

of the most widely adopted was Innovations Evaluation: A

*Consumer's Guide (Huli 1.971). The National Center (1979) also

developed Tentative Product qelection Criteria for the National

Dissemination and Utilization System for Vocational EduCation.

The tentative product selection criteria in this publication were

organizedointo five categories: effectiveness, compatability,

rontent, cost-efficiency, and reseaXoh evidence of effectiveneSs.

The Illinois State Board of Education (1980) has developed

detailed guidelines for dissemination and assessing impact of

vocational education program improvement products.

9



Empirical Studies

Several large-scale studies have been conducted to determine

why research and uevelopment products do or 0,7/not have impact:

Berman and McLaughlin (1978) studied four federal change programs

including the Exemplary Programs mandated in the 968 Amendments

of the Vocational Lducation Act. A4py finding from this study

was the two-fold process of adapting innovations. In this

process, both the prdduct and setting were changed by imple-

mentation activities. In 1977, Abt Associates in Cambridge,

Masiachusetts, began a study of a three-year experiment in the

delivery of research-based products for school improvement (Louis

#4.1. al. 1982). The study found participation by the entire staff

in a problem-solving process to be important. There was no

relationship found between the costs for school improvement

efforts and the chances of success.

A massive study of dissemination efforts that support schooll

improvement was undertaken by the NETWORK in 1978 (Crandall et

al. 1982). The primary finding was that the major factor

producing change in classroom practice was the amount of

classroom time spent on the new practice. Time on task apprars

,to be an important variable in producing teacher commitment.

Clearly, progress in underStanding impact is being made, but much

remains to b done in its measurement.

Recent refinements of knowledge utilization concepts through

empirical studies have emphasized linkage, networking, and loose-

coupling. Adoption of innovations is now viewed as.a. more

diffuse, interactive, and adaptive process then it was in the

10



early 1960s. Thus mutual adaption rather than adOpt,ion may

better characterize the utilization of new.knowledge.

Evaluations oT Vocational Education R&D

WithYin vocational education, three large scale studies of

R&D have been conducted: (1) The Committeei of Vocational

Education Research and Development (COVERD 1976) assessed R&D

conducted between 1965 and 1974, (2) Development Associates

(1975) studied career.education projects, and (3) the General

Accounting Office (1974) studied vocational programs funded under

the Vocational Act of 1963. These'studies found little evidence

of R&D impact on students. After an analysis of these studies
.

Kict (1982) recommends additional theoKetical, reseai-ch,

stbdies of the funding process, and the development of compre-

hensive frameworks for impact studies.

2



CHAPTER II

R&D IMPACT CRITERIA BY
PROGRAM I.WIFROVEMENT STAGES

chances resulting from the use of yl(D products may be

pervasive, may be short or long term, and.may be difficult to

detect. The'procedure for impact assessment should be carefully

developed for each program or product: Time is required for

impact to.take place, so it is helpful to identify indicators of

impact for each different staae in the R&D pAigram improvement

process.

This chapter contains ,sixteen indicators of iMpact in the

form of criteria classifieed according to the five stages in the

program improvement process: Evaluative information from impact

studies in itself do(-; not,assure program improvement. In .fact,

it may indicate very little improvement has taken place.

J

.

,

Howe fr, a comparison of observations against he criteria

proposed in this report does provide a basis for estimating the

likelihood of impact from an R&D product. For example, a product

disseriinated to only one county in a state is likely to have less

impact (other factors being equal) than a similar product

disseminated throughout a state. In most cases, of course,

s ources are limited; thus the same number of products spread

throrhout the state would have to be more strategically

disseminated than onp which is concentrated in a single county.

The impact criteria in this report are based on'five years

of studies at the National Center and a review of related

literature. The criteria are applicable to research,

13



developlent, and trainkna projects. They are listed in this

-chapter for easy review by the reader, and are preceded by a

conceptual framework to help explain the R&D program improvement

process-eNwhich they are based. The impact criteria are grouped

by stages in this framework. Each of the five stages in the

framework are explained prior to defining the criteria.

R&D Program Improvement Stages

The framework in figure 2 places the five stages of program

improvement in a linear sequence. The framework depicts one of

several existing models of the program improvement process. The

chosen framework is logtCal and illustrative of the flow.of

product develoPmenyto program improvement. However a linear

sequence cdn be 4iticized for not recognizing the cyclical flow

of work usually associated with R&D processes. For example,

products may be significantly redesigned during the imple-

mentation stage. Additionally, a linear model does not depict

interactive linkages between users and researchers. Recognition

of the importance of viewing program.improvement as an

interactive and cyclical process is represented by the dotted

feedback lines in the figure.* The chosen framework, although

somewhat static and lock-step in appearance, provides a con-

venient and logical frame of reference for identifying impact

criteria. Each of the stageF depicted in figure 2 are discussed

in the following section.

The first stage of the process for improving programs is

development. The term development refers to the span of the R&D

14
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process from basic research to a comPleted, tested ipoduct or

program. This may occur On site, in c,a local education agency

(LEA), or may take' place..some distance frOm local instructional

activities. R&D funds are used by'local education agencies state .

departments, universities, and centers or regional laboratories

to eievise new and better edUc.at,ional innovations. The con-
t.

centration of expertise in developmeneat these Iodations, may be

efficient, but barriers to acceptance of the new ideas are

created by both-physical distance and by users' qack of

ownership. Thus, it is critical that the innovatiOn be relevant

to the needs of the potential adoption site. t.i.}isis why the

next stage ,of program improvement is so importan-E..

Dissemination must be considered in improvement .plans ev,en

if the innovation is developed ata local site such as a school'

district. An innovation Should be transported to other locations

to keep money from being wasted by others ''iedisCovering the

wheel." Agencies that sponsor an innovative development often

must take on the responsibility of spreading it'to other sites.

A local school,has few incentives to disseminate new ideas

oqrtside of its own district. Dissemination coits for exemplary

programs/products may be borne by national organizations such as

the Natigpal Diffusion Network (NDN). or state agencies such as a

reseaich coordinating unit. (These organizations are interested

in nationwide and statewide program improvement, respectiVely.)

Normally, these agencies provide information about the exemplary

program and, on occasion, fund sites to demonstrate the program.

Pipsemination is _clearly an important stage in the program

16
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f.:pr,)vement 1.eople 1:arn of innovations from their

.friends,-printed.information, conferences, etc. -

Imprementation bridges the gap between learning about the

,

tkovation and actually trying it: Rogers (1?62) talked about

tiv.) trial use of an innovatidn. Hts discussion- is tlevant if

the adopter is an ind.i.vidnal. .However, thp process ofJ
incorporating an innovatton into'an ,,,tganization is quite a bit

Or commlex. ' Various parts of an Organizati_m must be aSsessed

and analyzed to determine the etfect of the new idea on them.

Gro6ps of people often must be consulted and-disruption.

minim iized n order to encourage the 'next stage of R&D-based

program improvement, utilizahon. Actual use of ,an innovation

must precede any,claims'of effOcts: Usevacies from partial to

complete, and from anticipated to unanticinAtO . Sometimes the

proJuct or program is discontinued:soon after adoption or is

modified aF it is used at the new s4,te. Unique adaptations of an

innovation on site can lead to r'rea,tiVe,'integrated, beneficial
4

uses. However, commen$urate with these adaptationrIthould be

adjustments kn the expectations for what the modifted innovation

can achic4e.

The final-stage of program improveMent is effects. Measur-

ing the effects of an R&D innovAion constitutes a search for

visiple changes as a reSult of its use. Attributing causality to

an innovation is extreMely difficult because conditions that

aftect program outcomes are many and interrelationships among

variables are complex. NeNeertheless, .an impact evaluator must

17
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sort out the.-factors that influenc'g" program effects and describe

,them as completely as the data will permit.

R&D Impact Criteria

Criteria for assessing the impact of R&D products are

arrayed along five stages in figure 3. Two different types of

impact criteria are presented: forpative and summative.

,Criteria inherent in the first four stages in the framework

(development, disser lation, implementation, and utilizatlon) are

considered to be formative impact criteria. The primary purpose

of evaluations'conducted during these stages is to enhance the

impact potential of the innovation. Critetia related to the last

stage, effects, are considered summative criteria. Changes in

peoPle,, organizations or society are primary indicators of

summative impact. Evidence on the permanence of the changes and

unanticipated consequences of the innovation sometimes occur

months or even years after the innovation has been introduced.

Securing the funds, time, and interest for conlucting impact

assessments is difficult. Consequently, the authors advocate

formative impact assessments as well as summative impact

assessments: Formative impact assessments would examine the

extent to which important criteria have been met at each stage of

the R&D process. The effect of an R&D product in meeting these

criteria is cumulative. For example, a product that is system-

atically developed, strategically disseminated, selectively

implemented, and used in an integrated manner is likely to result

in greater change than is a product not meeting these criteria.

1R
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Of course, the impact of an R&D product also reflects the

constraints and opportunities present in the adopting unit's

environment. Thus a, product developer or dissemthator does not

have total control over changes that may or may not take place.

Definitions of sixteen R&D impact criteria organized by the five

piorram improvement stages follow.

Development

Impact begins with development of the product. Thus

criteria used in the development process can subsequently be used

to select relevant research for developing other products, to

encourage systematic tedting/revision, and to upgrade product

duality.

Systeratic development. A systematic process should be

followed in developing innovations. An ideal process would

include conducting research/needs assessment/task analysis;

reviewing relevant knowledge/practice; building a conceptual

framework; sequencing development; conducting testing and

revision cycles; disseminating the product; implementing the

product; and evaluating the results.

High qualitY. innovations should reflect scholarship, be

useful, communicate clearly, be marketable, and lie free of

biases. Content should be accurate, up-to-date, focused on

essentials, and complete.

User orientation. Representatives of relevant audiences

should be identified and involved in designing, testing, and

using innovations. Primary audiences should receive priority in
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isserination efforts. The resulting product should contain

practical information organized in an asy-to-use format.

Dissemination

The dissemination criteria should encourage the spread of

the R&D product to primary audiences, increase the likelilibod of

the product's acceptance, anj1 generate support Tor its use!

Strategic dirsemination. Cost-effective strategies for

disseminating an R&D proauct should be devised basecl on

characteristics of potential users; site-specific factors; and

features of the product itself. Dissemination should be

strategic in rpaching opinion leaders and influential., oraani-

zations in the external environment.

Multiple channels. More than one channel for conveying

information about innovations should be used. Communication,

should include mass media (e.g., direct mailing of brochui;eS) and

interpersonal channels (e.g. technical assistance). Normally,

information duplication and overlap are assets rather than

liabilities during the dissemination stage.

Widespread dissemination. Inffovations should reach as many

potential uSers as possible. Thus dissemination to individuals

in diffeient roles, in diverse settings and in many geographic

areas should be emphasiZed. Secondary dissemination through

workshops, reprints, librarieS, the ERIC system, and so on should

be encouraged.

Implementation

Implementation strategy determine_the product's point of

entry into an organization (e.g., at the classroom level). Cost
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feasibility studies and the need for support systems, aid the

timely implementation of R&D.

Selective implementation. The introduction of innovations

should be sequenced to meet the needs and unique characteristics

of an adopting site. A process of mutual adaptation between :the

site and the innovation should be encouraged.

Support7 systems. Support systems necessary for encouraging

the full use of an innovation should be operational at the time

of implementation. These systems are of three types: personal

resources (e.g., administrative endorsement, site personnel

endorsement); information resources (e.g., training in the use of

support materials and procedures); and physical resources (e.g.,

dollars, supplies, and equipment).

Cost feasibility. Information describing the innovation's

resource requirements should allow quick and easy estimates of

costs likely to be incurred by an adopting unit.

Utilization

Various product use criteria can encourage the appropriate

trial use of products, stimulate their integration with existing

operations, and increase the chances of their continued use.

Multiple patterns of use. An innovation's use patterns will

vary according to the conditions of use received, its intensity,

level, frequency, and extent. The users' setting, role, and

demographic characteristics create the conditions for different

types of use. Multiple patterns of use and secondary use of R&D

by other than the primary user audience should bp encouraged.
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Time on task. An R&D product should be used frequently

enough and long enough for its use to become an integral part of

current practice. The audience's time in actually using the

product should be maximized.

Integrated use. The use of an innovative product should be

intensive and pervasive throughout the organization. Accom-

plishing this task will require drawing Qn personal cOmmitment

within the organization to institutionalize the product into

organizational routines.

Effects

Product effects criteria should accurately describe changes-

in individyals, organizations, or society attributed to use of

R&D innovations.

User satisfaction. The R&D product and its implementation

should meet users' expectations and result in a positive user

attitude toward the product. User satisfaction may be indicated

by proddct advocacy and/or creative adaptions.

Individual growth. Innovations should contribute to changes

in an individual's attitude, knowledge, and/or performance.

Organizational change. R&D products should contribute to

beneficial changes in the user's organizational policy, programs,

practices and/or structure. Furthermore, these changes may

reflect cost and time savings over current practice.

Societal contributions. .R&D products should contribute new

and significant information with the potential to advance know-

ledge, improve current practice, and/or influence social systems.
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CHAPTERIII

DISCUSSION OF R&D IMPACTCRITERIA

This chapter describes each impact criterion in greater

detail. For each criterion, the following sections are provided:

Definition

Overview

Illustrative Case(s)

Guidelines

Caveats

The definitions for each step in the systematic implementation

process as indicated in Chapter II is repeated, and then expanded

through an overview of the related research and component parts

of each criterion. Each criterion is illustrated with one or

more examples from actual vocational education innovations.

These illustrative cases are excerpts, from impact studies of

eight state-developed products and twenty products and programs

produced by the National Centbr between 1978 and 1982. Guide-

lines for using the criteria and for utilizing the caveats on

problems that may occur are then presented. The guidelines are

intended to help the reader implement the criteria in their

particular situation. Guidelines for the effects stage criteria

tend to focus on assessing impact. The effects criteria, unlike

the criteria in the previous four stages, indicate summative

impact. The caveats identify some of the pitfalls to avoid in

meeting each criterion.
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Systematic Development

A systematic process Should be followed in developing in-
novations. An ideal process would include conducting
research/needs assessment/task analysis; reviewing relevant
knowledge/practice; building a conceptual framework; se-
quencing development; conducting testing and revision
cycles; disseminating the product; implementing the product;
and evaluating the results.

Overview

ny models exist for systematic change. Guba and Clark's
(1965) Research, Development, Diffusion, 'and Adoption model was
one of the first calling for programmatic activities. Later, a
fifth phase (evaluation) was added to this model. Stufflebeam's,
et al. (1973) CIPP model--Context, Input, Process, Product--
focused primarily on evaluation as it relates to each phase of
program development. Rosenberg's (1982) Instructional Systems
Design (ISD) model includes the phases of analysis, design,
deNielopment, implementation, and evaluation.

Most models calling for systematic development use a linear
process. Typically, these models incorporate both evaluative
feedback and the recyling of feedback, but they basically move in
a sequential, somewhat lock-step manner from point A to point B.
Other authors have developed linkage models that emphasize
interactive user involvement throughout the research and
development process. Havelock and Lindquist (1980) place users
in the center of the linkage model by moving them through the
stages of identifying and solving user problems. These stages
are (1) arousal and articulation, (2) communication, (3) imple-
mentation, (4) scientific problem-solving, (5) transformation,
(6) dissemination, (7) utilization, and (8) user problem solving.

4
. Ideally, the R&D process should be based on scientific

knowledge and processes as well as on practice. User's' ideas,
input, feedback, and experiences should be systematically
incorporated at critical points in the R&D process.

Illustrative Case

The case of the National Center's Performance-Based.
Teacher Education (PBTE), a vocational education curriculum,
series (Hamilton et al. 1977) provides an example of system-
atically developed R&D (Adaffis, MacKay and Pattbn 1981). This
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curriculum was developed over a ten-year .period. PBTE was
.extensively researched, fully tested, and carefully written.
Work on PBTE began at The National Center in 1967 with a research
study to determine important competencies for vocational-
technical teacrners (Cotrell, Chase, and Molnar 1972). Following
identification and verification of 384 competencies, modules were

developed.. These 100 modules, covering the essentials of

teaching, formed the core of PBTE. Throughout the modules'
development, emphasis was given to continuous refinement through
iterative cycles of development, testing, and revision.
Supporting materials were also developed. In summary, the

-

development of PATE included basic res9arch from 1971 to
1974; field testing from 1975 to 1976; training personnel for
implementation from 1976 to 1978; and dissemination and
utilization from 1977 to the present. -

Guidelines

. Conduct a needs assessment toensure a focus on an
enduring problem without neglecting immediate needs. .

Review relevant rpearch and practice to ensure that the
product builds on prior work, is nonduplicative, and

makes a contribution to knowledge. ,

,

Base design of the product on appropriate theories, con-
ceptual frameworks, input from potential users, and

practices that work.

Develop the product through systematic steps.

Test and revise the product in phases (e.g., pilot
testing, field testing, expert review, and user review).

Plan for widespread dissemination of the results through
multiple channels.

Provide for assistance to users during the implementation
stage.

Evaluate the product to assess user satisfaction and its
effects on individuals, organizations, and society.

Caveats

The push-pull between scientific precision and pragmatic
consideration must be carefully balanced. At times,
systematically conducted R&D must be approximated during

certain steps.
..1
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USetul substitutes for standard RE415 procedures include a
user panel instead of a nevds asosessment, an expert
,consultant or panel instead ofl literature review, and
reviewers instead of testing. These substi.tutes, used
etfectively, can result iti-high-quality products that
meet the needs of recipients.

If one takes too Many shortcuts in the scientific process
or moves too far toward user-oriented concerns, R&D that
merely teinforces conventi,Q2al-wisdom_may result. This
would not advance knowledge. Instead it would waste,
valuable resources.

g)6
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High Quality

Innovations should reflect scholarship; usefulness; com-
municability;* marketability; and equity. Content should
be accurate, up to date, focused on essentials, and complete.

Overview

Quality, always somewhat in the eye of the beholder, is a
)," nebulous yet essential ingredient. Scholarship may be less

important to some groups than others. Individuals with different
values, biases, and preferences will have different quality
standards: Yet quality is an essential ingredient for all
innovations.

A product of high quality will tend to be used over time and
have deeper effects than one of lesser quality. The Education
Products Information Exchange (Komaski 1978) compiled a synthesis
of minimum quality criteria for educational products. These
criteria are especially useful for instructional materials.
Krause and Adams (1982) also developed criteria for ensuring
quality in research and knowledge products based on,five'
categories of criteria: (1) scholarship, (2) usefulness,
(3) equity, (4) communicability, and (5) marketability. Specific
criteria and standards for each of these dimensions of quality
need to be defined.

Illustrative Case

One of the most sought after products distributed by the
Distemination and Utilization Program at the National Center was
the Handbook for Teachers of Adult Occupational Education. This
easy-to-read and informative digest on adult education teaching
methods was developed' by the Bureau of Occupational Education
Curriculum Development of the New York State Education Department
(1977). The handbook assigted individuals in becoming competent
instructors in their field. It also answers some of the
questions neuYinstructors have during their first few weeks of
teaching. The.content include information about students,
principles.of teaching, testing and evaluation of students,
curriculum developoment, plannifig for instruction, and classroom
management.

The hahdbook was practical, straightforward, and oriented to
adult teachers. It was not an in-depth treatment of teaching

29
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methods. Features of the product that appealed to users were the

following: '

Adaptable, easy-to-use format. Instructors could find
the information they needed and read .4he sections in a
few minutes. The illustrations lent themselves to a wide

variety of settings.

Highly focused content. The information was designed for
first-time teachers of adults and/or instructors of
occupational programs. The information was relevant to
their needs and perceived by some as sufficient for new
instructors.

Unbiased material. No sex or social biases were
found in the material.

Attractive layout. The booklet was very readable and
packaged with illustrations.

Many factors account for this product's high level of use.

In addition to the high-quality content, the booklet met a

pervasive, critical need: the upgrading of skilled craftsmen
into competent instructors. A support system was already in
place (e.g., the teacher education staff in colleges and
universities) to promote the product. Today, the product is
being used as a primary teacher training resourCe by a network of
community colleges *in South Dakota. CETA program instructors,
local edusation agency in-service programs, postsecondary teacher
training jrograms, teacher certification programs, and private

trade schools are also are using the product.

Guidelines

Ensure the content is accurate, up-to-date, system-

atically researched/developed, focused on essential
subject matter, and complete in its references.

Present the information in a format that is practical,
relevant to user needs, complete, adaptable to different
settings/audiences, and capable of extended utility.

Use language that encompasses both sexes, avoids stereo-

types, and represents different special need groups

through examples.

Be sure the materials hpve a logicar flow of ideas,

a consistent format, an overview and/or synthesis,
grammatically correct language, and an interesting

writing style.
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Be sure the publicntion has an appealing title, an
attractive layout, a reasonable length, and a pro-
fessional appearance.

Caveats

Quality may be sacrificed when the state-of-the art is
underdeveloped,and the need is great. Real trade-offs
Can occur in development of high-quality products when
resources are limited. The developer must balance the use
of resources during the development with later dissemin-
ation/implementation costs.

Cuality can only be judged in relation to what is pos-
sible at the time. Results of the needs assessment
should he used to prioritize what is most important to
ensure that minimum standards of quality are met.,,,
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User Orientation

Representatives of relevant audiences should be identified
and involved in designing, testing, and using innovations.
Primary audiences should'receive priority in dissemination.
The resulting product should contain practical information
organized in an easy-to-use format.

Overview

This criterion emphasizes the importance of conducting R&D.
with, by, and for intended users. User,Aorientation should ,

consider both group and individual dithenslzons. Products that
have been identified as being "relevant" and "easy to use"
have been readily adopted in schools. Hood and Blackwell (1976)
found an emphasis on interactive information gathering from local
sources to be very important. Teachers and principals were more
likely to use a product when they found it ?likely to have the
information they want" (Sieber 1981). To,be effective for
primary users, R&D products should contain practical information ,

organized into a useful format. Conceptual materials require
additional,time for teachers to use in classroom activities. In
contrast, instructional materials designed for direct, inde-
pendent use by students are easy for teachers to implement.
Conceptual materials may be more appropriate for researchers.,
administrators, and policymakers.

Illustrative Case.

An example of how materials evolve from teaching guides to
individualized student modules was the Vocational Education
Speci.1 Education Project (VESEP) in Michigan (Central Michigan
University, 1974 and 1978). Almost one million dollars Wes spent
in three phases of product development. Ten instructional guides
evolved from the first phase, supplemental materials were
designed during phase two, and finally, in phase three,
competency-based modules were developed for use by students in
the classroom. When administrators, teachers, and students were
interviewed during an impact evaluation of the Vocational
Education Special Education Project (Bragg and Hull 1981),
positive impact was usually found to have resulted from the use
of the student modules. A comparison of the format of these
materials indicated the more student-oriented the product became,
the more useful they were for teachers. The mate.rials from the
first phase were conceptual in nature, requirina the teacher to'
.further develop instruction for students. The materiall from the
last phase, however, were ready to use. The teacher had only to
assign them to students in an appropriate manner and grade the
competency that each student-achieved.
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The teachers experience in using the VESEP materials
emphasizes the neea to know constraint,, of the primary user
au,/ience. Teachers ds5 not have the time to develop materials
when assigned to a. full classroom schedule. All the VESEP
materials were attractively packaged and completed in a
professional manner. However, an instructional format was
missing from the initial materials', thus these concepts had to
he further developed by the,teachers. On the other hand, student
modules were easy to use.. Project developers. should keep this in
rind as they develop materials for classroom use.

Cuidelines

Identify on'e primary target audience.

Identify other relevant.audiences.

Involve representatives of primary' and Secondary user
audiences in designing, refining, and testing the.
innovation.

'Design innovations with the user's' needs, values, and
ahilities irind.

Involve users n disseminatiAl through networks and
demonstration sites aryl by having users train other

Establish guidelines for user involvement e.g., number
of reviews, to maintain a balance between usefulness and
'scholarship.

Format the product for eaSy use through mechanisms such
as illustrations, lists, advance organizei-s, .summaries,
indexes, modularized design, transparency masters, and so
on.

Caveats

User orientation may rean sacrificing quality and higher
order concepts in an attempt to appeal to the widest
possible audiences. If sore users have difficulty
understanding the concepts presented, the content may be
overly simplified in the interests of making 'the product
oriented to the broadest range of users.

User orientation may detract from specificity because of
attempts to address the needs of divergent users in one
product.
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Pevelopers should design a product to meet the needs of a
primary group of users; opportunities for broader appli-
cation'should be considered a secondarye not primary,
objective.
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Strategic Dissemination

Cost-effective strategies for disseminating R&D products
should be based on characteristics of potential users,
site-specific.factors, and features of the product itself.
Dissemination should be strategic in reaching opinion
leaders and influential organizations in the external
environment.

Overview

Dissemination of a product should be strategic in relation
to three dimensions: individual,differences, contextual factors,
and the power of marketing. First, potential users have various
interests, styles,-and abilities. Some individuals are more
oriented to live action and oral communication than to printed
materials. Some users will be more predisposed toward a product
than others. Strategic dissemination considers individual
differences and fosters acceptance, ownership, and advocacy of
innovations by specific individuals or groups. Second, con-
textual factors are important. Schools may have more funds to
purchase products at particular times. Interest in a topic may
be boosted by a,public event. Dissemination should be timed to
strategically capitalize on contextual opportunities. Third,
different emphases in marketing the product will produce
different results. In the commercial world, changing one word in
an ad can boost sales by 40 percent. What Ls communicated about
a product strongly influences who purchases it and how many are
sold.

Illustrative Case

A continuing goal of the National Center has been to assist
disadvantaged youth to obtain the skills necessary for employ-
ability. One National Center product related to this goal is
Bridges to Employment (Winkfield et al. 1980). Many dis-
advantaged youth are school dropouts and unemployed. Working
thrbugh public schools would not reach much of this population.
Many programs for disadvantaged youth tend to be outside the
public schools. In addition, program staff tend to be reluctant
to use formal school-like documents with out-of-school youth.

A strategic dissemination plan was devised to address the
unique needs of out-of-school youth. A free, two-day workshop
was conducted to help Neighborhood Youth Corps staff in
Philadelphia to implement Bridges to Employment. All twenty-
three workshop participants received a free copy of the printed
product.
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,70

A follow-up study on the use of this product was interesting
(Bragg 1981). Only three of the workshop participants (13 per-
cent) actuP.11y used the product after the workshop. However, 80
percent of the participants had implemented ideas from the
workshop through presentations and handouts. In other wordl-, the
product had been used only sparingly. But probably more impor-
tantly, the information from the product had been communicated i

better orally than in writing. This case illustrates how a
target population can be reached through verbal communication
rather than printed information.

Guidelines

Time the introduction of innovations to fit available
resources; and compliment ongoing activities.

Collect market information on characteristics of
potential users and competing innova:tions.

os, Design different dissemination strategies for different
types of users in different types of settings.

Devise different dissemination strategies for different
types of products and information.

Caveats

Strategic dissemination requires precise information about
characteristics of the product, potential users, competing
products, and related activities. This complex array of infor-
mation must be juggled when strategic dissemination plans for
different users and situations are formed. Collecting such
information can be a waste of time if not carefully planned,
executed, and used.
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Multiple Channels

More then, one channel for conveying information about
innOvations should be used. Communication should include
mass media (e.g., direct mailing of brochures) and inter-
personal* channels (e.g., technical assistance). Normally
information duplication and overlap are an asset rather
than a hindrance during the dissemination phase.

Overview

Research on the change pr ess has shown that repeated
exposure to a new idea stimu1.jftes adoption. Individuals are more
likely to purchase a product if they hear about it from several
sources. Once a product is p rchased, multiple channels of
communication can accelerate it adoption by reinforcing use.
Roger's (1962) model for the diffusion of innovations was based
on five stages: awareness, .interest, evaluation, trial, and
adoption. Each stage requires a different type of information.
Subsequent diffusion models have incorporated two-way commun-
ication. The Dissemination Analysis Group (1976) described four
stages in their dissemination model: spread, exchange, choice,
and implementation. The "exchange". stage incorporates feedback
from users, which is an important considersation in the change
process. Havelock and Lindquist (1980) build two-way commun-
ication into evdry Sage of dissemination.

Illustrative Case

The National Center has studied sex equity since 1966.
Since that time, information on sex equity has been shared in
numerous forms (e.g., research findings, products,.conferences,
and technical assistance). Information on sex equity has reached
.the vocational education community through the following
channels:

A national conference on the educational implications of
women's work patterns

Training conferences for sex equity coordinators

Research"on career patterns of adult women

Research on career plans of senior high school females

Survey of women administrators

Development of a directory of women administrators
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Development of a curriculum package on career options

Development of a parent handbook on career implications
of sex stereotyping

Development of annotated bibliographies and knowlepe
synthesis papers on equity issues

Development of a training package for sex equity
coordinators

Development of a catalog of strategies for recruiting men
and women into nontraditional careers

Development of sex equity training manuals for teachers
in various occupationnl areas

Multiple channels of communication have been used to
influence the work of sex equity coordinators located in each
state. A survey of sex equity.coordinators (Brickell and Paul
1979) revealed the following effects of multiple communication
channel dissemination:

All recirAents had read the publications

Two-thirds had attended conferences.

Two-thirds had consulted With National 'Center staff

One-third had visited the National Center

The typical coordinator was familiar with ten different
publications. On the average, coordinators had partiCipated in
seven separate service activities.

In thp.s illustrative case, multiple communication channels
were quiteiuseful in reinforcing use of sex equity resources by
state coordinators. The many repeated contacts resulted in
incremental improvements in sex equity for vocational education.

Guidelines

Use mass media dissemination strategies such as direct
mail of brochures, conference displays and announcements/
articles to create awareness of and interest in a
product.

Use interpersonal dissemination strategies such as
workshops, technical assistance, demonstration sites,
linkers, and networks to encourage trial use and
adoption of a product.
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Croat l. opporTunitios for frequent feedback from potential
and actual users to f6cilitate ownership and-continued
use.

CaVeats

Use of multiple communication channels requires access to
primary audiences, availability of resources, and follow-up
communications. During this process, resources can be spread too
thin across multiple ch'annels. In addition, communication
channels that tale longer to pay off may not receive sufficient
attention.
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Widespread Dissemination

Innovations shoUld reach,as many potential users as.possi-
ble. Dissemination to individuals.in different roles,
to diverse settings, and to many geographic areas should be
emphasized. Secondary dissemination through workshops,
reprints, libraries, ERIC, and so forth should be encour-
aged.

Overview

There is a tendency to limit dissemination to geographic
areas supporting development of the innovation. To minimize
"recreating the wheel," products and ideas should be disseminated
widely. The more potential users who hear about a

/

product, the

16
greater the likelihood that uSe will occur. Not nly must a
primary user audience be "saturated" with a prod ct to stimulate
use, but individuals in roles and organizations related to
primary use shOUld also be considered potential users. Wide-
spread distributiOn stimulates diverse uses, as there is more
variety in the roles and organizational settings of users.
Widespread dissemination increases opportunities for use.

Illustrative Case 1

Some of the most interebting and worthwbile uses of products
have come from bo,Irces unanticipated by product developers. This
was true of the Employability Skills series developed by the
Center fol; Studies in Vocational Education (1977) at Florida
State University. Ttlis series of,six volumes focused on how to
keep a job. It was implemented by using a series of workshops in
secondary schools throughout Florida in 1977 and 1978. The
following findings were somewhat surprising V.) investigators
studying the product's impact (Hull 1981b):

Students in Adult Learning Centers were using the series
to prepare for.General Education Diploma (GED) exams.

The Telephone Industries Program at Seminole Community
College was providing the booklets free to students
enrolled. The 120 students served per year each
received ninety hours of instruction from the books.
Interestingly, the College did not reproduce the
book on Choosing an Occupation because they believed
these students had already selected the occupation in
which theyished to be trained.
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Every student completing the associate's degree program
at Daytona Beach Community College was required to take
a course on successful employment techniques using this
product. This included twenty to thirty students in each
of five to seven classes each semester.

The, residents of Orange House, a facility of the
Florida correctional system, wer9. using the series to
learn values. The residents were boys between the ages

()

f fifteen and eigliteen who were one step away from a
,,l.-.maximum security facility.

In Florida, the range of adaptive product uses was broad.
The astute product developers defined the user group in order to
include relevant technical skills for persons in different roles
and organizations. The dissemination plan specified sending
sample copies to these diverse audiences.

Illustrative Case 2

One R&D project at the National Center focused on iden-
tifying new and emerging'occupations (Orth and Russell 1980).
Results from this project were widely disseminated, especially to
the general public. Distribution through the press and media
created a "snowball effect" in terms of generating interest among
the general population. Initially, the Ohio State University
faculty newspaper, On Campus, described findings from the
project. Then the city newspaper picked up the article and ran
the story on the front page. Following this, a local radio
station announcer interviewed the project's researchers,
concerning the results. This coverage alone resulted in making
about 125,000 individuals aware of new and emerging occupations
identified through the research. However, this probabl§
represented only a small segment of the population Who learned of
the project's findings, as the results were communicated across
the country through broadcasts from radio stations, including
stations in Atlanta and Los Angeles. In addition, the findings
tvere published in national publications as well as in other
professional journals, including Occupational Outlook Quarterly
(Russell 1982).

Results of the new and emerging occupations project were
distributed widely due to the amount of interest shown by the
general public. Of course, individuals affiliated with
vocational education were also interested in the information.
Administrators of state and local vocational.education programs,
employers representing business and industry, and career
education counselors found the information most useful. In all
cases,.dissemination of the results increased individuals'
awareness of new and emerging occupations.
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Guidelines

Give the primary audience priority in disseRination.
Reach as many members of this audience as possible.

Disseminate the product to diverse roles within organi-
zations.

Disseminate the prOduct to vaTious types of organiza-
ti'onal settings.

Disseminate the product to many geographic areas.

Caveats

Be careful to explain any special requirements when using
the product in order for it to be optimally effective
under a variety'of different conditions.

-
Widespread dissemination should not be sought at the
expense of other impact criteria (e.g.,.strategic
dissemination).

4 .
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Selective I mplementation

The introduction of innovations should be sequenced to meet
the needs and unique characteristics bf an adopting site.
A process of mutual adaptation between.the site and the
innovation should be encouraged.

, I

Overview

Louis et al.f (1981), in the Abt Study of R&D-based
products, found that the fit between a product and a local site
was even more important than product quality. If schools
carefully define their local needs and find a product that fits
those needs, implementation can occur without adapting the
product.

Whether or not a product fits a particular site depends on
the folrbwing factors: .(1) site needs, (2) context, (3),socio-
political values, '(4) resource base, (5) timing, and (6) compete-
bility with ongoing activities.

Illustrative Case One

In 1978, the Milwaukee School System was inv ted to field
test some curriculum materials of the'Alliance f.or Career and
Vocational Education. The Alliance is a conso tium of twelve
school districts formed by the National Center in 1973 to develop
career and vocational curriculum materials. "Resource editions"
of these materials had been adapted for mentally handicapped
learners. Milwaukee was interested in expanding its services to
special students and believed the materials from the National
Center were flegible, comprehensive, and easy to use. The use
and impact of these materials were evaluated (Anderson and Hull
1981).

The climate for special education is especially good in
Milwaukee. Wisconsin has strong special education legislation.
Public Law 94-142 is built on Wisconsin's State Law 115. The
ktrong work ethic in Milwaukee fosters community support for
helping special education students become productive in the world
of work. Since heavy industry supplies much of Milwaukee's job
market, an array of jobs within the range of special education
students' abilities is available. In 1978, the Milwaukee School
District was searching for productS to provide vocational
education for special students. There was an excellent fit
between characteristics of the product and the needs of the
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Milwaukee School System. This closeness of fit resulted in
several benefits. First, the ready-to-use Alliance materials
increased systemwide adoption of'a career education program.
Second, the Alliance materials provided something tangible to us8
when bargaining with the.state for career education funds. Tt
served as an enticement for establishing some new staff
positions. Third, the Alliance materials fit into Milwaukee's.
long-range plans for establihing a new Vocational center to
serve only special education students, a plan tliat is now
underway.

Illustrative Case 2

The Rural America Guidance Series (National Center 1977)*
provides another case.example of selective implementation. This
series of sixteen han!dbooks was designed to help rural and small
schools implement a career guidance and counseling program.
Since development by the National Center was completed, these
materials have been adopted by over twelve hundred school

0

. A rural school district in Cashmere, Washington was one of
the first users of the series. A case study of the innovation's
imPact was conducted by Modisette and Bonnett (1981). Cashmere.
is a small community with only a thousand students, yet it has

14

established itself as a nation lly recognized leader in career
education. 'When the Cashmer V School District decided to adopt
the Rural America series, it had many innovative career guidance
programs already in place. Cashmere.was just beginning its
Advisor/Advisee program, which estaMished each teacher as an
"advisor" to a group of approximately twenty students for the
duration of their stay in school. Through this program, the
usefulness of the Rural America series was recognized.

The Rural America series is a process-oriented product that
helps a school move through six phases of a planning-implemen-
tation cycle. Consequently, it was an excellent companion to a
programmatic innovation such as the Advisor/Advisee program. The
Rural America series helped the Cashmere schools District define
the goal's of its new Advisor/Advisee program. As one teacher
said, "We had goals before, but after Rural America they were
better defined and better formated to meet the needs of kids."
The Rural America materials provided a fraMework for organizing
and a process for implementing the Advisor/Advisee program. One
principal said, "Without the Rural America series we would have
gotten to where we are, eventually, but by using the materials we
saved time and made fewer mistakes."

Cashmere foundl that use of professional materials from a
national research center helped sell the Advisor/Adviser program
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'to-community members. As another principal said, "Some parental
negativism toward the Advisor/Advisee program died down when they
found out'we were using 'professional materials' to planing the
program."

&Guidelines

Encourage local sites to define'their context, needs, -and
resources systematically.

Time the introauction of products to maximize favorable
conditions.

Utilize linkages to facilitate choices among R&D
products.

Provide assistance in fitting a product into existing
frameworks, programs, and reward structures,

Begin implementation at one site by using
a few innovations rather than encouraging immediate
systemwide acceptance of many innovations.

Caveats

Developers should be prepared for the likelihood that
users will make slight modifications in the product.

Change agents should monitor contextual factors that can
influence implementation of the innovation to such an
extent that the innovation loses much of its value. .

z
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Support Systems

Systems necessary for full use of an innovation Should be
operational at the tide of implementation. These systems
are of three types: (1) personal-resources (e.g., admin-
istrative endorsement, personnel), (2) information resources
(e.g., support material training,-proce(lures), (3) physical
resources (e.g., facilities, supplies, equipment), and
(4) financial resources.

Over

Suppor ystems may include a complex network of people and
procedures or may focus intensively on only one form of support.
In,either case, support systems link product users with resources
and information to encourage effective product use. Support
$ystems have an impact on product implementation. Without time,
materials, space, and equipment, teachers frequently report
problems when implementing products (Berman and Pauly 1975;,
Grdss, Giaquinta, and Berstein 1971).

Support personnel are the most important resource for
implementation of innovationp. Berman and McLaughlin (1978)
explained, "To increase the likelihood that chanye will occur as
a result of school improvement efforts, you have to involve a
person whose function in part is guiding them through the
experience." These "change dyent.s" or linkers typically are
teachers and intermediate-level administrators. They have the
most contact with teachers implementing innovations. Intensive
in-service training has consistently been identified as an
important strategy for implementation (Fullan and Promfret 1977).
This strategy PYbvides teachers with models and experiences that
assist them in'implementing innovations (Berman an.7 Pauly 1975;
Crowther 1972; McDonald and Walker 1974).

Rosenblum, and Molitor (1981) in a national study of
research and development utilization,found in-kind contributions
from the adopting site (e.g., release time) to promote imple-
mentation, kesults from this study suggest that staff release
time and training by an external agent cansignificantly aEroct
the degree to which schools implement innovations.

Illustrative Case 1

This case study illustrates the personnel dimension of
support systems in an impact study of several special education
innovations, e.g. the National Center's It Isn't Easy Being
Special series and MiChigan's Vocational Education Special
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1:ducation Proiect (Bragg, Hull, and Adams 1981). 'At one
vocational technical institutc in Minnesota, support service
teams provided a broad range of services for teachers and
handicapped students in vocational programs. Some responsi-
bilities were directly related to the implementation of R&D
products from the National Center. Support services included
inservice workshops, technical assistance, and written
newsletters/bulletins. Handicapped students were introduc.ed to
R&D prolucLs prior to use of the products in mainstreamed
vocational classes. Teachers received individual help with
product implementation. As a result, levels of use included the
following:

Five R&D products introduced through inservice workshcps
were implemented by sixteen vocational teachers.

One product on individualized education programs was
used by at least fifty-Five teachers and four
guidance counselors in sixteen local high schools. The
format for individualized education plans evolved from
this product.

Almost 500 students were invOlved in individual tutoring
sessions where the R&D products were used.

Illustrative Case 2

This case study illustrates another critical support system,
accessibility of necessary materials and equipment. A product
must not only be physically transported to the site of use, but
it must also .be accessible to the users at that site. Consider
the case of microfiche readers that are used with Vital Infor-
mation for Education and "'31-k System (VIEW) (Florid Division of
Vocational Education 1970). VIEW proN,ides current, ccurate
information about occupations in Florida.

Beginning in 1970, ninety-eight mic-ofiche frame cards.
. containing 600 current occupatiops in Florida were made available
to approximately 300 middle schools,'hiTA schools, and other
educational institutions. Each microfiche gave requirements of
an occupation and listed institutions where training was offered.
This system was coordinated with a computer-assisted placement
service. It was possible for a student to go from the VIEW cards
to Florida Employment Agency cards.

An evaluatiOn of the VIEW system (Hull 1981b) revealed that
successful operation was dependent upon the availability of a
microfiche reader. In most schools the microfiche readers were
located in open, well-lighted areas, resulting ir relatively high
use of the machines. However, evaluators occasi nally found
machines in cat-of-the-way locations. Students h d difficulty
finding ani using the readers. In a few schools, funds for
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reader-printers and supplies were not available. One school had
only one reader, resulting in lines of students. The extent to
which VIEW was used was directly nelated to the availability and
placement of the microfiche readers and supplies.

These findings ,illustrate the need to support operational

Products. Administrators must make sure users have access to
products and necessary resources if innovations are to succeed on

site.

Guidelines

Gain the endorsement of administrators for providing
necessary support.

Provide training/assistance in using the innovation.

Support innovations through some local in-Rind contri-

butions.

Ensure access to supplies, equipment, space, and

materials.

Provide release time for staff to enable them to beeome

involved in implementing the innovation.

Caveats

Support services frequently require reallocation of re-
sources, particularly of Staff, time, and money.

Sone schools may find it difficult to release teachers
and/or administrators from present responsibilities to

enable them to assist with R&D product implementation.

Many schools may find it difficult to hire-new per-
sonnel to facilitate implementation.
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Cost Feasibility

Information describing the innovation's resource
requirements should allow quick and eaiy estimates of
costs likely to be incurred by an institution adopting
the innovation.

Overview

Developers of innovations should be concerned about users'
need to estimate costs prior to implementation on site.
Prospective users want to know (1) what supplies, 'equipment, and
space are necessary; (2) what expertise is needed to operate the A
innovation successfully, and (3) what the space requirements.are.
These estimates should be made prior to implementing the inno-
vation. Information necessary to make these estimates should be
readily available. Sdme R&D reports include a section on
implementation requirements. These requirements should be listed
for different levels of implementation because an innovation may
be implemented in stages. Full implementation of an entire
innovation often occurs some time after initial use.

Costs of adopting an innovation, per unit, may be reduced by
sharing development expenses or by increasing the volume of
products used. Other factors, such as ease of use, the amount of
disruption caused by the innovation, and the availability of
resources on a particular site, also affect the feasibility of
implementing the innovation.

Illustrative Case 1

The Alliance for Career anl Vocational Education was formed
by the National Ceoter with a consortium of school districts in
1973-74. The'districts pooled their resources, expertise, and
money to develop and test career exploration, awareness, and
planning materials for use at the elementary, junior high, and
high school levels. The pooling of resources was a cost-
effective way to.supply each participating school district with
'quality R&D products.

The Milwaukee Public School System, a participant in the
Alliance since 1974, has accrued cost savings from the Alliance
An evaluation of the Milwaukee program (Anderson and Hull 1981)
revealed that the Alliance had proved to be a useful vehicle in
expanding Milwaukee's career education program systemwide.
Milwaukde's coordinator of the career education said "The
Alliance was a vehicle for creating positions for carrying out
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the Alliance programs. My position began tliat way." .She went. on
to say that "The materials were something to sell." In essence,
the Alliance program not only made an innovation cost-feasible
for Milwaukee but actually helped the school save money.

Illustrative Case 2

One product .that focused on improving education for special
needs populations has been dissemindted by the National Center
since 1979. About four thousand copies of the product entitled
Individualized'rducation Proorams (rEPs): 'A Handbook for
Vocational Educators (Phelps and Patclielor 1970) have boon
distributed throughout the country. Following this extensiv
distribution, a study was conducted to determine the impact of
the R&D product on vocational education programs (Bragg, Hull and
Adams 1981). Impact of the product was examined vi,1 two on-site
case studies and via telephone interviews with,about thirty users
of the handbook.

The product had d dual purpose that required two different
levels of use. The first goal was to present basic information
on the purpose for developing IEPs for handicapped students.
When handbook users were asked about how they used this first
section of the handbook, almost all explained that the infor-
mation had been used to increase their knowledge about IEPs.

The second goal of the handbook was to provide vocational
educators with a format for writing IEPs, as well,as with
suggestions for appropriate administrative goals and respon-
sibilities. Handbook users gave many reasons for not using this
information. Certainly the lack,of'sufficient resources was one
of the most important. In many cases, additionarinservice
training would have been needed to incorporate this information
into the schools' procedures for writing IEPs. Most respondents
indicated that their schools did not have sufficient funds to
suppoet this task. Thus, even though most respondents believed
the information had increased.their knowledge about IEPs, the
handbook was not used to change practice because of-the costs
required (funds, time, and staff) to adopt the information in the
handbook.

Guidelines

Compute the cost of the innovation per unit of use and
compare it with cost estimates of current similar
activities.

Investigate the possibilitY of in-kind contributions or
assistance from funding ,sources to reduce implementation
costs.
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Determine if there are any implementation requirements,
such as release time for teachers that should be
negotiated with teacher organizations.

Look for cyclical considerations in the field (e.g.,

season of the year) that could influence the cost of
innovation installation or availability of funds to
purchase innovations.

Develop a schedule for lead time considerations when
implementing the innovation.

Provide a range of costs rather than exact estimates.
Inflation and other factors impinge on cost estimates
made by developers.

Caveats

Feasibility estimates should guard against inferring
cost-related outcomes from the innovation. It is dif-
ficult to place monetary values on outcomes; what
happens following implementation depends upon the
resources at a particular site.
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Multiple Patterns of Use

Use of innovations will vqry depending on the type of use,
its intensity, level frequency, and extent. The users'
settings, roles, and demographic characteristics create the
conditions for different types of use. Use of R&D by users
other than the primary user audience should be encour-
aged.

Overview

Teachers and other R&D product users should try different
ways of using an innovation in diverse settings. Developers
cannot anticipate all of the conditions faced by a user on site;
therefore, imaginative use can contribute to the benefits of the
innovation.

Hall et al. (1975) have developed a "levels of use'
framework for analyzing innovation adoption. The framework
defines eight discrete levels of use: (1) non-use, (2) orien-
tation, (3) preparation, (4) mechanical use, (5) routine use,
(6) refinement, (7) integration, ahd (8) renewal. This framework
relates to large-scale innovations in which significant levels of
adoption are expected. It may be overly complex for analyzing
smaller innovations, such as a single research report, instruc-
tional guide, or conference. A more appropriate framework for
analyzing a single product's pattern of use may be: (1) scan
(2) read, (3) study, (4) reference, (5) share with others,
(6) apply, and (7) adapt (Adams 1980).

Often, there are concrete demographic and contextual
factors that help determine patterns of use. Some examples of
context descriptors of use are: (1) type of program, (2) grade
level, (3) size of enrollment, (4) length of program, (5) program
content, and (6) number of different products used. As should be
apparent,'patterns of use is a multifaceted concept that can be

.interpreted in numerous ways, depending on the nature of the
product.

Illustrative Case

The strategic distribution of Performance-Based Teacher
Education (PBTE), a curriculum developed at the National Center
has resulted in multiple patterns of use. A case study of this
innovation (Adams, MacKay, and Patton 1981) revealed that crea-
tive.adaptations of PBTE occurred in many agencies across the
nation. In colleges and universities,. PBTE was used for
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preservice and in-service vocational teacher education programs.
PBTE was used to train teachers in ag iculture education,
business and office education, distrib tive education, health
education, home economics education, in ustrial arts, technical
education, and trade and industrial eduCation. At secondary
schOols, PBTE modules were used to upgrade the skills of
practicing teachers through in-service prOgrams. At
postsecondary institutions, PBTE modules were used for staff
development programs, most frequently as part of a comprehensive
personnel evaluation and development system. In addition to
education agencies, over 220 noneducation agencies (such as
Caterpillar Tractor Company, IBM, and Union Carbide) used the
PBTE modules, most frequently as part of company training
programs for improving instructional techniques.

Guidelines

Determine demographic and
patterns of use.

Consider
use.

the intensity of

Consider the frequency of

Consider the extent of use

Look for secondary uses in

Caveats

contextual factors that define

use when measuring patterns of

use in patterns of use.

over time in patterns of use.

all patterns of use.p\

The patterns of use must emerge from the data collected.
The evaluator should be careful not to allow personal
perceptions to influence the construction of pattern
categories.

It may not be possible to determine the intensity of use
without spending inordinate amounts of time observing or
interviewing. Alternate measures of intensity of use,
such as'lesson plans and curriculum outlines, may be used
with proper disclaimers.
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Time on Task

R&D products should be used fregently enough and long enough
for their use to become an integral part of current prac-
tice. The amount of time that users actually use the pro-
duct should be maximized.

Overview

A number of evalua-gions during the past decade revealed that
many innovationS got poor marks because they were not implemented
as planned. Research on school effectiveness (Fisher, et al.
1978; Stallings 1974) has concluded that the amount of time
students' engaged in a particular subject is one of the most
critical factors influencina student achievement. The amount of
time individuals spend actually using an innovation is directly
related to its degree of impact. According to Crandall,
Bauchner, Loucks, and Schmidt (1982) the major factor producing
change in classroom practice is the amount of classroom time
spent on the new practice,by the teacher. Classroom time also
accounts for fidelity--how close new users come to reproducing
the developer's ideal. Crandall also'emphasized that the amount
of time teachers spend on a new practice is affected by ",:heir
level of commitment. The more committed,they are, the more
classroom time they spend. Degner (1982) reported that specific
assistance is another factor that increases the amount of time
that teachers spend on a new practice. Specific, practical,
teacher-focused assistance can help a teacher concentrate on
using the new practice effectively.

Illustrative Case

The Career Planning Support System (CPSS) illustrates the
importance of time on task. The Career Planning Support System
(National Center 1978) was designed to help schools use a systems
approach to develop a customized career guidance program. The
innovation guides a school through six systematic steps:

1. 'Assessing needs

2. Developing objectives

3. Assessing resources

4. Developing strategies and programmina

5. Implementina career development units

6. Evaluating outcomes
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Hlndbooks and procedural guide!, were designed to help schools
complete each step in developing customized career guidance
programs for their unique needs and resources. The innovation is
quite flexible. Schools can spend very little ttime or can spend
extensive time on implementation. Outcomes can range from a few
supplemental career development units to a comprehensive career
guidance program.

The significance of time on task to this innovation was
especiAlly apparent at the American Senior High School in Hileah,
Florida. This school began to use CPSS in September 1979.
Purina the 1979-10 school year, the school received a $5,000
grant to provide teacher release time for implementation. During
this year, the school made substantial progress in identifying
norOs and developing a few career development units. However,
once the grant ended and teacher release time was no longer
funded, the innovation came to a complete halt. As a group,
teachers were in favor of the innovation and felt that guidance
sevices were the weakest area in the school; however, without
release time there was no incentive to work on it. The teachers
agreed that if they could have tauoht four classes rather than
five, most of them would have assumed a specific, ongoing
responsihility for implementina the innovation.

Cuidelines--

Avoid burnina up excessive time at the beginning of
implementina an innovation (e.g., selecting an inno-
vation, plannina,for use, developing materials). Save
tire for activities after the innovation is in use (e.g,

- implementation schedules, follow-up training, and
procedural details).

Allocate the greatest portion of time to the most
critical parts of the innovation.

Provide release time for relevant audiences to implement
the innovation.

Provide aractice-specific assistance in using the
innovation.

maintain records of the arount of time spent on various
parts and phases of the innovation. Obtain an accurate
measurement of the tire spent actually using the inno-
vation compared to time spent plannino for use of the
innovation.
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Caveats

The mechanical use of an innovation can negate the time-
on-task variable. User enthusiasm can influence impact
of,an innovation.

A commitment to use an innovation must be accompanied by
a knowledge of how to use it and a belief in its ability
to improve vocational education. Otherwise, the effects
of time on task are likely to be diminished.
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Integrated Utilization

Use of innovations should be intensive and pervq.sive
throughout the organization, drawing on personal
commitment to institutionalize the product into organi-
zational routines.

Overview

Organizational use of an innovation can be enhanced by
professional commitment. Crandall et al. (1982) describes
commitment as recognition of the importance of an innovation to
one's daily professional life. Individual users' acceptance of
an innovation contributes to organizational change. Crandall
also identified teacher commitment as an important predictor of
change in classroom practice. Sieber (1981) concured with the
importance for individuals to internalize knowledge and create a
sense of "ownership." He described this characteristic as a
powerful incentive for change.

A similar concept that is associated with integrated use is
the notion of "institutionalization." This notion implies
complete adoption of an innovation by an.organization. When a
product becomes institutionalized, pegrie in the organization may
no longer recognize the innovation as one that was developed
externally! Evaluators may even have difkiculty finding trars
of the externally devel'oped product.

Illustrative Case

In the public schools in Carroll County, Maryland, special
education teachers were using the Employability Skills for
Special Needs Students (Carrol County Public Schools 1978)
curriculum to teach students basic vocational competencies. Use
of this curriculum was pervasive throughout the county. In fac*,
all special education teachers were using the curriculum in their

classes. A study conducted by Hull and Bragg indicated that the
curriculum was the foundation for the instruction of mentally
handicapped students.

There were several reasons for teachers' use of this
curriculum. First, the curriculum had been developed within the
county. Ten teachers were paid by the county to develop units in
their schools. Four schools in the county had been involved in
the development and field testing. This involvement created a
sense of "ownership" in the curriculum among teachers.

Second, once the curriculum was fully developed, all
teachers in the county received in-service training. This was
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particularly important for new teachers entering the system. The
county coordinator for the curriculum development project
assisted teachers with implementation of the curriculum.
Implementation usually went smoothly, since the curriculum was
designed for the county and was customized far those schools.

Third, the curriculum was comprehensive. Development of the
curriculum took two years, and teachers began to use it in its
final form in *1978. rhe curriculum had been in place in some of
the schools for about five years at the time of the eNialuation
site visit. Teachers and administrators were'familiar with its
strengths and had adapted to its weaknesses. It had become a
standardized course of study for handicapped students across the
county schools.

Fourth, the curriculum waS complete; it was sequenced by
grade level, thus promoting use with students. In addition, the
curriculum-referenced resources were readily available in the
county. In summary, the curriculum had been fully integrated
into the school system.

Guidelines

Encourage adoption of the innovation over a long enough
time period to create user identification with it.

Develop the innovation fully so it is complete and is not
pependent on resources or expertise outside of the
organization.

Encourage users to adapt and refine the innovation
continually to maximize product-site fit.

Encourage enough users in an organization to implement
the innovation to create a "critical mass" of support.

Encourage users to reevaluate their use of the innovation
and to review their use through exploring new develop-
ments in the field.

Caveats

It may take a long time for an innovation to become fully
integrated into an organization. Evaluators and others
should not expect too much, too soon.

Speed of integrated use is directly related to the size
and complexity of the organization. Large, complex
organizations usually assimilate innovations more slowly
than do small, simple organizations.
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User Satisfaction

The R&D product and its implementation should meet users'
expectations and should result in a positive user attitude
toward the product. User satisfaction may be indicated by
product advocacy and/or creative adaptations.

Overview

Users' expectations can be met a number of ways. Rogers .
(1962), Zaltman (1980), and Rothman _0.974) have spoken of the
compatibility of the innovation with the user's established norms
and values. ksimilar but more important idea is relative
advantage, which.is when an innovation exhibits merit above and
beyond the existing situation. In other words, it is superior to
the ideas it supersedes (Rogers.1962). As a result, the user
tends to experience personal satisfaction from implementing the
innovation.

Illustrative Case
1

,A two-volume handbook on conducting follow-up studies,
entitled Guidelines and Practices for Follow-up of Former
Vocationá1 Students (Franchak and Spier 1978), was published by
the Natio al. Center. This product was rated especially high on
"user sat sfaction" and provides a good case for illustrating
this critlria.

Thro gh a follow-upo,evaluation (Brickell and Paul 1980), a
group of practicing evaluators who had read the two handbook
volumes were interviewed. One question asked the respondents to
spend $,1,000 hypothetically on ten different kinds of evaluation
data, which included test scores, .review teams, observations,
management information systems, and follow-up data. Follow-up
data came out as the big winner, receiving 60 percent of the
funds. According to the spending pattern, follow-up data were
viewed as the most important evaluation data. Users saw a
critical need for information on'this topic.

Users also reported being satisfied with the coverage and
quality of the handbook. They cited the volumes' thoroughness,
readability, organization, and comprehensiveness. A particular
strength of the handbook was its assimilation of many sources of
information about follow-up studies in one book. Virtually no
users could think of any other publication that they felt was
better than this.handbook on the topic of follow-up studies.
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Guidedines

Determine if the product effectively met needs
norms, and values of the intended users.

_,/ .

Assess the product's relative advantage over other re-
lated products in use,.

Determine if users recommended the product to their
friends.

.4, Solicit users' impressions of the major strengths and
weaknesses of the product.

Caveats

Users may be say_sfied with using exihting, low-quality
...o products rather than adopting a higher quality innovation

that is compleX and disruptive,.

Some users may require moie time to become satisfied with
a product than others (i.e., early vs. late adopters)
than others.

-

i
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Individual Growth

Innovations should contribute to changes in individuals'
attitudes, knowledge, and/or performance.

Overview

The use of innovations should.contribute to individual
growth. Effects may filter through organizational layers of or
may be interpreted by the Perceptions of textbook writers, but
R&D results should ultimately change individual lives. 'These
changes may be L:ognitive (Bloom'1956), affective (Krathwohl,
Bloom and Masia 1964), or action-oriented (Harrow 1972).
Developers and distributors should specify objectives for
individual growth that are relevant to individual use.

Some educational research takes years before it is trans-
lated into useful programs. Reinforcement plays an important
part in instructional material development today. Such funda-
mental variables as reinforcement were first demonstrated in

animal experiments before being developed and tested with humans.
The contributions of 8. F. Skinner's investigations to programmed
instruction have been documented by Suppes (1978).

The use of individuals as sample units and/or as units of
measure gives increased-flexibility to impact studies. Indiv-

idual scores on tests can be computed as gain scores in pretest,
posttest measures or used as covariants to screen out unrelated
influences in the impact design. Experimenter methods have been
used to document the impact of R&D on personal growth.

Illustrative Case

One successful use of R&D findings to bring about individual
growth is the National Academy's In-residence Program at the

National Center. This open-entry, open-exit program provides an
opportunity for vocational educators to use the resources of the
National Center at ,:heir own pace and expense. In-residence
programs range from one week to six months on topics selected by
the participant. The primary factor in the participants' growth
is access to knowledge resources. Library books, National Center
publications, Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)
microfiche, and National Center staff interact to support
participants' growth. Learned facts are buttressed by group
interactions with other program participants or with visiting
authorities on topics of special interest.
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A five-year follow-up study (Hull and Hassan 1982) revealed
several areas of program impact,on participants. Three-fourths
of the in-residence program participants reported significant
growth in personal and professional goals. As a result of the
in-residence program, they gave presentations, workshops, and
courses; hared information through personal consultation;
received career changes or promotions; and wrote one or more
publivatons. Personal growth also usually resulted in changes
made by,individuals in their organizations. These changes
included policy recommendations, improved curriculum offerings,
initiation of new research, improved instructional methods, and
changed organizational structures. This contact with research
findings in a scholarly atmosphere enhanced the likelihood of
personal growth. The pace of the participants' learning was
correlated to their needs and desires.

In-Residence participants were asked to estimate the number
of individuals they had personally influenced as a result of
knowledge gained through their program. Eighty percent of the
.sixty-four participants were able to identify eighty-eight
thousand individuals (mostly students and teachers) who had been
influenced by the in-residence program activities. These people
represented a secondary effect of individual growth. They were
people who had contact with the primary participants and who grew
as a result of this contact.

Guidelines

.Specify intended outcomes for individual growth.

Assess attitude changes through qualitative questions
(e.g., What are your feelings about the innovation?)

6 Assess changes in knowledge through writt4n tests
and structured interviews.

Assess changes in performance through performance
tests and direct observations.

7,/eats

Many factors impinge on individual learning. Rational
information may not be the basis for decisions affecting
indi.vidual growth.

Changes in attitudes are particully difficult to
measure. Prolonged exposure to an innovation may be
required to change attitudes and beliefs.
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ShorL-Lerm gains in student learning may disappear when
students are retested several months later.

Comparison groups for field experiments are particularly
difficult to locate for impact studies.

tb
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Organizational Change

R&D should contribute to beneficial changes in organiza-
tional policy, programs, practices, and/or structure, as

. reflected by savings in costs and time over current
practice.

Overview

1.1

..e-

Organizational change involves a wide range of effects that
occur in educational institutions as a result of using an inno-
vation. Organizational change may be hampered by many inherent
characteristics (e.g., the size of the organizatton, the number
of years it has been in existence, the length of time staff have
been employed, and previous disposition toward change) (Downs
1967). Educational organizations vary widely on these factors.

,

Change in an organization implies more than routine adoption
of a new product. The use of the innovation has gone beyond
adoption to produce some type of improvements, according to Yin,
Heald, and Vogel (1977). Cost-benefit measures may be employed
to determine which program change is best for an organization
(Rossi and Freeman 1982).

,.

The importance of multi-year funding for organizational
changes cannot be overemphasized. Adequate resources (e.g., time
and money) allow staff to be trained and sufficient expertise to
be developed within the organization. An innovation may disrupt
routine and disturb people's domains of influence. This is why
sustained support, both interpersonal and financial, is indi-
spensible for organizational growth and renewal. The case study
that follows illustrates not only organizational change but also
inter-agency support for that change.

Illustrative Case

The case of the Career Resource Centers (CRCs) in
Pennsylvania illustrates the need for sustained financial support
(funds) and involvement of staff throughout a school. Sixty-fout
CRCs were established by the Pennsylvania Department of Public

.

Instruction in 1972 to provide current, accurate career
information. A set of guidelines fot these centers had been
developed, based on experiences in five pilot sites. The
following observations, taken from a study of product impact,
(Hull 1980), emphasize procedures that enhanced the
institutionalization of the innovations:

Establishing t e CRCs was an interdepartmental initi-
ative. The Pennsylvania Research Coordinating Unit took
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the lead with the tacit approval and cooperation of the
state's Vocational Guidance Section and its Division of
Career Education.

Funding was sustained and prorated, based on the number
of years the particular CRC had been established. All of
the costs for the first year of operation were paid by
the state. Costs in subsequent years were gradually
turned over to he local school districts until all or
most of the costs were being paid by local districts at
the time of the impact study.

CRCs were staffed by local agencies. Differentiated
staffing patterns characterized the centers. Most had a /

guidance counselor or occupational specialist in charge
of,the CRC, with teacher aides or students helping with
'use of the equipment and/or shelving of publications.

Systematii contact was made with teachers to solicit use
of the CRCs. This use took many forms (e.g., _career
awareness, assignments in class, presentations by the
CRC director,.and drop-in use of the CRCs by teachers).

This innovation resulted in organizational change because many
separate activities came together at the Career Resource Centers
to provide a viable, integrated mechanism for the school.

73uidelines

Specify intended outcomes for organizational change.

Compare costs of operation after the innovation has
been implemented with prior cost records.

Look for structural changes, e.g., in the organiza-
tional chart, for indications that the R&D product has
had an effect on the organization.

Examine policy statements for information from R&D
reports.

Caveats

Changing groups of.people in organizations is more
difficult than influencing a single person.

Structural changes take more time than other types of
changes and may not be reflected in immediate benefits.
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Each organization exists in a unique context that must
be considered when introducing research-based inno-
vations.

Organizational change tends to require an extended time
period.

"
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Societal Contributions

R&D should contribute new and significant information with
the potential to advance knowledge, improve current practice
and/or influence social systems.

Overview

The impact of research on education has been summarized by
Suppes (1978) in a series of case studies. One is struck by the
somewhat fragmented nature of the impact of research as well as
by the rather optimistic tone of the report. There are areas
where research has had great impact on practice. For example,
the theory of mental tests and pupil classification has been
applieA in the public schools. Thorndike's theory of learning
(1913) has been applied successfully to the teaching of
arithmetic. In vocational education, the use of experienced-
based cooperative education has influenced the way employers
acquire skilled labor.

Systematically derived information from R&D is intended,to
briny change and improvement to education, but it is difficult to
sustain the research funding needed to resolve important,
persistant problems. In a report to the National Institute of
Education by the National Acaaemy of Science (Kiesler and Turner
1977) recommended more fundiny for fundamental research relevant
to e(lucation. this was to be for long-term research intended to
affect broad sections of society. In practice, major changes in
society come from a combination of factors. Strategic funding of
studies is required to maximize the benefits from scientific
knowledge.

Illustrative Case

The Performance-Based Teacher Education (PBTE) curriculum is
. an example of an innovation' that has facilitated Tajor changes in
teacher education. PBTE rode the crest of a major reform
movement in education. The initial development of PBTE was just
ahead of the competency based movement. Consequently, the
product was ready to meet a growing interest in and need for
performance-based materials.

Based on in-depth interviews with forty-five college and
university administrators and faculty'(Adams, MacKay, and Patton
1981), PBTL was found to precipitate significant changes in many
vocational teacher education programs. In a period of declining
twed tor secondary teachers, the PBTE curricula helped university
vocational education departments survive the crises of 4'unding
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cUtbacks and faculty retrenOment. Because PBTE lends itself to
an indivi.dualized approach, universities were able to provide
field-based programs to larger service areas. PBTE also made it
possible for universities to attract community support, receive
atate funds for PBTE program development, and maintain
enrollment. PB , has accomplished the following:

Increased access to vocational teacher certification by
providing self-contained instruction especially that was
useful in rural and isolated areas

Increased flexibility in getting immediate help to new
teachers whenever they were hired

Increased productivity of teacher education programs at
some institutions by shortening the time required to
certify vocational teachers and lowering costs by using
differentiated staffing

Reduced variability and increased accountability of
vocational teacher education curricula through
standardizing the 'skills vocational teachers were
required to master

Significantly changed the role of the university teacher
from a classroom lecturer to a learning facilitator
working with students on a one-to-one basis

Guidelines

Specify societal effects in impact studies.

Pick topics carefully when assessing societal impact
because timing is important.

Look for preliminary indicators of potential widespread
changes in an institution so these areas can be
supported.

Caveats

1'

The impact of.R&U on society may be the result of some
unpredictable factors (e.g.; an idea whose time has come,
or that is beyond the control of most individual in-
vestigators.

Societal effects are pervasive, take longer to emerge,
and are difficult to measure in any single impact study.
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CHAPTERIV

APPLICATION AND USE OF CRITERIA

\

Persons most likely to use the R&D impact criteria discussed

in this document are research administrator and others concerned

with using R&D products to improve vocational education programs.

Project directors can use these criteria to monitor development

and dissemination activities. Much of the R&D impact in the

later stages of program improvement is determined by activities

in the development and dissemination stages. A linear continuum

ties t,wlether what otherwise may appear as discrete activities.

- This is true for R&P projects in local education agencies as well

as those in state departments, universities, and research

centers.

*Attainment of these criteria improve the chances of an R&D

.product to create significant change in vocational education.

This chapter discusses some ways a research administrator may

operationalize P&P activities to meet these criteria. The

criteria in each stage will be discussed separately.

R&D Program Improvement Stages

research administrators who look for innovative products to

share with others generally apply the criteria of systematic

development, high quality, and user orientation to the products.

!lany research coordinating units have mini-grant programs that

award money to individual teachers to develop ideas for possible

distribution to other teachers. In examining the products from

these rini-crant programs, researc.h administrators should look
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, for either a product tested over a long period of time by

teachers or for a product used by a number of teachers to satisfy

the criterion of systematic development. Review cycles that

incorporate recommended changes into the product after trial use

improve its chances of having a positive impact. Development of

checklists to rate product quality on different dimensions aids

in the revision process.

One way to ensure attention to user orientation is to hire

practitioners either to help develop the product or to review it.

Field tests of product quality with students in a local education

agency settina are particularly important for instructional

materials. R&D project directors should indic.ate in their

technical plans the relevant criteria for impact assessments.

The careful deployment of field site testing materials, for

example, can assure geographic distribution of knowledgeable

persons in the field who can be called on *later to offer

technical assistance to sites adopting a product.

Dissemination

Sometimes project directors are responsible for dissem-

inatina the results of research or development. When this

happens it is easy to miss persons who need the material. The

criteria of strategic dissemination, multiple channels, and

widespread dissemination are more 1ie1y to be met if the product

is disseminated by the snonsoring organization. Decisions to

share a product with a particular client group can be made

straterlically to satisfy cost-henefit considerations. There
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'po,or epouob cc-ries tc, ro around; nor is dissemination theirp
last stare or a eyelorment activity. Father, it should be

1,i1,,e0 Ps an opportunity to place project results ip the bands of,

the peorle who need them.

Inforration about a prodort can be condensed and spread to a

wider audience hv usior mass media than by relyin9 on word-of-

movth rerorrendations rror the product. Mass media information

ollows interested persons who are not in the primary audience to

recwo,zt a ronv. vhereas tl'e burden of seel'inc P&P information is

on the usPr, a nroject disseminator can mal-e it easy to find

nelOVPVt inforration.

Trplere-ntation

Pisserinatinr an PgP nrodoct with a potential for hie+

irpAct Thes net ruarantee results. mhe products bave to be used

aPO, 1-efore they can he used, they must be imnlented. Ad7tine

rites oirrer ir their ahilitv to support innovations. Some can

accer* an P&T` product in its initial form. Others have to modify

t1,C rro.loct for it tc acceptable. Feasibility studieS of

rosts liely to be incurred in operation of the innovation are

roceesarv to insure sreoth implerertation ard operation.

'erhnical eYpertise and administrative endorsement are otber

surnort variahles tl'at can ral'e a difference in the innovation's

rew idea frvinr to rain a foothold in estahlished practice

rrarile; it nee,1., favorable conditions. mhis is why selective

o ror,rot (-sr, rocerIrsprOol. "ct al I narts of an orrani7ation
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accept an innovation equally well. The services of volunteers,

for example, are recommended to provide a favorable context for
4

early use of an innovation. Innovations with adequate support

systems stand a better chance of creating a positive impact than

those without such support.

Utilization

Innovations implemented in various degrees will result in

multiple patterns of use. Some teachers will be better prepared

to use a new idea or simply be more naturally inclined to use a

.partictIlar product. For example, a curriculum plan using

teachers as,resourcePersonnel to answer students' questions

appeals ,to some teaehers more than others. Teachers who are

confident, interactive, and not tied to reference materials are

likely to use such an innovation. Thus, style of teaching can

become a selection factor in using an innovation when the

directions of use cannot always be anticipated.

In order for an innovation to have a d.sitive impact, it

rust eentually he integrated into the total operation of the

adoptina organization. Selective implementation may be

necessary, but the innovation can not remain an isolated part of

an educational system. Whether a product is an innovative

management procedure or is a new way of teaching employability

skills, it rust he used for a speciFic lenath of time for impact

to take place. Time on tak is another important consideration

if changes are expected in individuals, organizations, or

society.



'"fer.t

rffects of the use; of an innovation should he monitored and

recorded ror two purposes: accountahility and planninn. The

o? teria oF in,flvidual nrov.th, user satisfaction, ornanizational

r1,0ge, ard societal oontrihutions should not he rphierl to every r

DFP product. cme Products, such as a technique for usino a

h74mrer correct1" in cerpentrv'shop, relate only to skill

lovolot.mert of the indiv:dual. Other products, such as

.crr1c,r-referenced testing, have potential for channino the way

rlasse,- Tre orcilei7e0. Some products, such as performance-hosed

love potential for mak*inn the educational

nro-esF T-ore efrigient' and increasing the 'bntrihution of

,,,"tioe to soojet. (1--ncies sl-cord 1-e recorded, 1-ecause

rrsoarrb a(IriristratorS need to know if the money and time used

and difruse Tw' products have heen worthwhile.

"'here rust retur,, to society for investments in P&P to

4-cPtirno. cool- 1-erchmarks of accountahility serve a douhle

rurroso. -or crly do tIlel/ irvlicate the effectiveness of current

¶Jr, tI,EAF risr,nrovide a aseline for reasurino future P&P

erreot. lrpars StOrlies of P&P products should indicate if a

t,tor Pt loPt partially resolved. Tn this way,

tudie Provide orr,oing needs assessments.

Assessing Impact

Ppsoscrent oc irract tvricallv reguires multi-method

.-1-roarl-ses. TY-1,71ct sHenld 1-e assessed at each stage of the PFP

, -rrvides Farrle arprcaches that may he used to
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DEVELOPMENT

Critical reviL-.::

Users and experts
can be involved
at various points
in the development
process to critique
the innovation
against performance
standards.

Figure 4

SAMPLE APPROACHES FOR ASSESSING IMPACT

DISSEMINATION

Recordkeeping &
document analysis:

Establishing a
system of records
is especially useful
for tracking
dissemination of
innovations to
various users, organ-
izatiOns, and loca-
tions.

IMPLEMENTATION & USE

Quantitative surveys:

Surveys that employ
structured questions
are useful for identi-
fying patterns of
implementing and using
innovations. Surveys
can also help identify
key users and innova-
tions that are likely
to produce effects.

EFFECTS

Qualitative Studies:

On-site case sttidieE
using direct obser-
vation and personal
interviews are useful
for discovering the
effects of an innova-
tion. Observing an
innovation in action
in its matural context
provides a rich
description of effects.

Experimental studies:

Once a clear descrip-
tion of the effects
of an innovation has
been established,'
experimental studies
may be useful to
verify causal infer-
ences.
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1.

assess impact throouhout the PP process. Some impact approaches

(e.1., those in figure 4) can be used at every stage of the R&D

Process.

A few general principles for designing impact assessments

-e as f(-)11cws:

I. Specification of data requirements is necessary for

iirnact assessment. As the requir-Jments become more

specific, quantitative methods (e.g., survey cues-

tionnair,.$) become more useful. However, some

I,-,act can be unanticipated or difficult to detect.

ror such inquiries, qualitative methods (e.c.,

successively focused interviews) yield the best

irformation.

2. Pesources (e.q., time and money) for impact studies

are usually in short supply. The best combinations

f approaches for assessing impact are those that

ercvide the minimum required information at the least

(

3. Ti-e is necessary for effects to occur. A complex

innovation requiring extensive change in the adopting

organization will require more time for its effects

to emerce than will one requiring little organi-

zational chance.

4. in alliance of both quantitative and qualitative,

evidence should be used to assess impact. Data from

both approaches ray be rerged in the same report,
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providing that the integrity of each data type is

maintained.

5. Studies that facilitate cross-site synthesis should

be more effective in determining impact than an array

of individual studies would be.

6. Impact studies should allow for unanticipated and

'-liosyncratic discoveries.

The Appendices contain sample instruments for assessing the

sixteen impact criteria presented in this report. Appendix A

contains a User Survey that employs structured quantitative

questions to examine various dimensions of impact. Appendix B

contains an Interview Guide that employs a series of open-ended,

qualitative questions for describing impact. These instruments

represent two examples of the kinds of impact assessment tools

that could be constructed. Many of the items have been drawn

from impact studies conducted at the National Center. Each

impact study demands a unique assessment tool. The relevance of

the sample instruments to a particular impact study would be

determined by the purpose of the study, the user population, and

cDnditions on site.
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Summary

The state of the art for conducting R&D has advanced in the

past twenty years. A knowledge base has evolved that, if

i7ensi3tant1y implerented, could enhance tbe payback from the R&D,

dollar substantially. A technology is developing to insure-

nlanned change as a result of programmatic R&D. Society can no

1c,n,er afford wasteful and unnecessary R&D that fails to improve

v(wati,,nal education programs. Important performance criteria

rust 1,e developed and met to assure wise use of R&D resources.

":T;s report presents an organized research-based taxonomy of

sixteen criteria for creating impact. The taxonomy is based on

the prerlse that impact potential can be incorporated into pro-

ducts at each stage of their development and use. The stages

in this report are development, dissemination, imple-

r'entation, utilization, and effects. If a product meets the

firF-t twelve critoria in the four formative stages, it gains

rentia1 for creating impact in the fifth stage, effects.

Puring the development stage, the product shoull be

(1) systematically C.eveloped, (2) high gpity, and (3) user

(0-iented. The dissemination stale must use (4) strategic

dissemination and (5) multiple channels of communication to

increase the likelihood of (6) widespread dissemination of

products. The irplenentation stage must be (7) selective and

(P) cost feasilmle as well as assuring necessary (8) support

systers are in place f(...)r product use: The utilization stage

s'Io&-7-/support (10) integrated use and sufficient (11) time on

task :;(-, t_hat (12) multiple patterns of use result.
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If formative impact criteria are met, an R&D product has a

much greater chance of producing summative.impact when the

product is disseminated and used. Four criteria are listed in

the effects stage of the taxonolay. They are (13) user satis-

faction, (14) individual growth, (15) organizational change, and

(16) societal contributions. These sixteen criteria should be

systematicBlly and incrementally met throughout the R&D pro9ram

improvement process to result in maximum impact.

The sixteen R&D impact criteria presented in this report,

need to be refined and further developed. Next stages include

use of the criteria as a collective set of impact indicators.

R&D project directors could assess project activities to

determine if the criteria have been met at each stage of the

process. Sets of questions should be developed to interpret each

criterion for paz7ticular products. The sets of questions in the

appendices provide a point of departure for writing measurement

items; but, they do not substitute for imkact assessment items

written by a person knowledgeable about the particular R&D

innovation. Trial use of these criteria are likely to lead to

further refinement. Additional criteria may be needed or some

may be deleted. Even the program improvement stages themselves

may be modified.

One of the most important concepts to emerge from this

report is the notion of "impact potential." This concept may

prove to be very helpful as researchers try to anticipate the

amount and direction of change resulting from product use.
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Impact pot..ntial could become ,t key indicator in determining the

amount of money that should be spent to diffuse a R&D product.

In any event, these criteria merit serious consideration by

researchers and evaluators as they continue their quest to

maximize impact from R&D product's.
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APPENDIX A

USER SURVEY OF INNOVATION IMPACT'
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1.

USER SURVEY OF INNOVATION IMPACT

mo wl,at extent c,o you think the innovation met fhe following
criteria? (Check one for each item.)

Criteria
Not
at All

rased or irportant needs

Puilt on existing knowledge

1

1

Tnvolved users in design 1

Punt on theory or concentual
Frarowork 1

Systematically developed 1

Carefully tested 1

To Some To a
Fxtent Great Fxtent

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

ur,%&: wru[(1 you rate tIle ouality of the innovation on the
foIlowin:1 criteria? (One rating per criteria.)

Criteria Applicable Poor Fair Cood
Very
Good Fxcellent

Pelevnce te' Try
-0nPerls 1 2 3 4 5

Sc+olarshir 0 I 2 3 4 5

use 0 I 2 3 4 5

P adahility 0 1 2 3 4

rauity 0 I 2 3 4 5

rvrrAII 017\ If`ry 0 1 2 3 4 9
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3. To what extent were you involved in the following
activities'

STAnF,OF
Ir°rovATIor

Peyeloftment

FXTENT OF INVOLVEMENT

Not at To Some
All Fxtent

1 2 1 4

1 2 3 4

Testina 1 2 3 4
,

nissemination 1 2 3 4

Peceivina trainina/
technical assistance 1 2 3 4

Giving trainging/
technical assistance
to other users 1 2 3 4

To a Great
rxtent

Not
Applicable

c 0

c 0

c 0

c 0

c 0

5 0

4. Pow did you learn about this innovation? (Check all that
apply.)

Li Peceived brochures/flyers Li V isited a demonstration site

pea(1 product announcements/ 0 W orked with a linker
articles in periodicals

T nyolyed in a network
0 caw displays at ()nferences
'rn other (please specify)
1-J rarticirate-1 ir workshor(s)

0 Peceived technical
assistance
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Iniicate the nu,a)er of people for each role and organization that
y-)u have personally assisted in becoming familiar with this
innovation.

.,RCANIZATD)NS

x.

ROLES

Administrator/ TeaCher/ Student/
Manager Staff Client

in-terlAationAl

"ational educAtion

c. eduation

:-oal education

e. Pr..mary/scondary

Pstou.('onlary

CclIele/ur.ivr,rsity

h. sect,)r

1. TTivate seotor

LeseArch

TOTAI

6. What were your costs for implementing the inn vation?

Purchasing materials

Salaries 'for release time

Purchasing or renting
supplies, equipment and space

Other services/eg. computer time

Other
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7. uow imrortant were the followina factors in influencing
implementation of the innovation by your organization?
(Circle Your rating for each facor.)

FACTop PFGFFF OF TrPORTANCF
Tow Medium Nab

leadership of tor
a.lministrator

meacher's orientation
to change

Availability of 7ines

Availability of tiMe
for implementation

Size of the oraanization

meacher's influence in
(locision makina

Other

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

9

5

b. To c%ihat extent were adeauate support systems available for
irrlerenting the innovation?

mvPr or srrporT
N'ot

at All

ADFOUACY

To some
Fxtent

To a
Great rxtent

Administrative emlorsement 1 2 3 4 (7,

^orsonnel involver' 1 2 3 4

cupport material 1 2 1 4

mrainina. 1 2 3 4

Funrls 1 2 1 4 c

rauipment ,
1 2 3 4 c

Suprlies 1 2 4 c

nther 1 2 3 4 (7,
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9. !tow did yeu usejthe innovation? (Check all that apply.)

TYPE OP PRO1RAM

0 Preservice 0 Secondary inservice

0 Postsecondary staff 0 Secondary classroom
deNielopment 0 Other

0 Postsocondary elassroom

B. VOCATIONAL SERVICE AREA

0 Trade & industrial 0 Business & office
education . elucation

0 Health occupations 0 Distributive education
education

ED Agiiculture education
0 Industrial arts education 0 Home economics eaucation

cl Other
0 Technical education

10. Characterize your
number on each of

g--

use of the innovation by
the following scales.

circling'one

Prequent

Sclnned

1 2 3 4 5 Seldom,

Studied
briefly 1 2 3 4 5 intensively

. n

Foutine

for a

1 2 3 4 5 Creative

Used for a
perid 1 ,r 3 4 5 lona period

Pririlry 1 3 4 5 'Secondary

Alrno 1 3 4 5 With others
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chAr.loterie

circlina one
use of the, innovation hy your organization by
number on each of the folloWina scales. .

5'
Few 1 2 3 4 1an37

Uniform 2 3 4 -9 Varied

Smooth 2 3 4 9 Difficult

Workina Collaborating
alone 1 2 3 4 with others

Intearated 1 2 1 4 c Separate

Poutine 1 2 3 4 5 Creative

qbort-ranae l 2 3 4 c Tiong-range

12. Recrd the amount of classroom time (in person7days, P hours
= I day) you spent actually bsino different sections ofthe
innovation (-lurid', the past yea,r.

Jan. 1

march :l.
ApriL 1.
June 30

JpIy 1 -
Sept. 30

Oct. 1 -
rec. 31

TOTAL
PFPSOP-PAYS

Section I

certion TI

Section r
,

4,..

.

-OTPT
rFpso--
r,pyq
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13. idontlfy thre slcnificani developments in your professio al
life that 1317f5 occurred as a result of using the innovat n.

14. Pow much has the innovation contributed to your personal
growth on each of the following dimensions?

None A iittie Some -A Dot A Great Deal,

Added new lenowledge 1 2 3 4

improved performance 1 2 3 4

Influenced attitudes 1 2 3 4

5

5

15. Identify three significant contributions to your
organization that have occurred'as a result of using the
innovation.

1.

2.

3,

16. Pow much has the innovation contributed to organizational
chancre on each of the following dimensions?

None A Tittle Some A Tot A Great Peal

Saved time
N.

1 2 3 4

Paved dollars

improved programs for
clients

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

inflUenced policy 1 2 3 4 5

Changed orapnizational
structure 1 2 3. 4 5

Improved practices
of staff 1 2 3 A 5

1*,-proved research 1 2 3 4
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--\

17., Based on your experience with the (innovation name) how
satisfied are you with its overall performance? (Circre
one)

1, Very dissatisfied . 4. Somewhat satisfied

2. Somewhat dissatisfied 5. Very satisfied

3. Undecided/neutral
CM,

18. Identify three significant long-range contributions to
society that result from this innovation.

1.

2.

3.

..,11,
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INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR INNOVATION IMPACT

The followina core auestions represent a less structured

approach to impact assessment. They would he asked of developers

and users 0 a qualitative interview. Other questions, based on

responses to the initial auestion, would follow in each cri:terion

category.

CRITERIA CORE QU4STIONS EOR
DEVELOPERS

CORE QUESTIONS FOR
USERS

Systematically
conducted

High qUality

User-oriented

Multiole
communication
channels

Widespread
dissemination

1. How would you des-
cr,ibe the procesi
followed in 'de-
veloping the
innovation?

.
2. How would you

characterize the
quality of the
innovation?

3. How was the in-
novation oriented
to users?

4. What diss9i-
nation activities
were conducted?

5. How many c9pies of
the innovation
were dis5eminated
by type of role,
type of organi-
zation, and geo-
graphic location?

93

1. How would you des-
cribe the process
followed in de-
veloping the
innovation?

2. How would you '

characterize the
quality of the 4.

innovation?

3. How were'you inC-
volved in developing
and implementlng
the innovation?

4. How did you re-
ceive information

, about this inno-
vation?

5. How many copies of
the innovation did
you receive? What
were the roles,
organizations and
location of users?

(10



r

CRITERIA CORE QUESTIONS FOR
DEVELOPeRS

I

CORE QUESTIONS FOR
USERS

Strategic .

dissemination

Selective
implementation

Cost
feasibility

Support
systems

Mu_tiple
'patterns
of use

Time on task

Integrated use

<

6. Hdw was dissemi-
nation individr-
ualized for
different types
of users and
sites'?

7.4What implemen-
tation strategies
were used to help
each site aclopt
the innovation? 1

4

8.'What are the . .

total anc1 unit
costs for imOle-'
menting the innova-
ltion?

What types of
support were
available for
implementing the
innovation?

10. How was the inno-
vition used with
different types of
users?

11. How huch time was
spent actually
using the iino-
vatio ir each
setting?

1 . How was the inno-
vation integrated
into ongoing
programs and -

practices?

94
..

6. Describe start-up
activities you
participated in to
learn how Io use the
innovatrori.

7. What factOrs unique
to this site and to
the people involved -
affected imple-

( mentation?', .

.4

8, What'have.been your ,
costs for.implement-
ing the innovation,
including in-.kind
contributions?

9. What type of
supPort did you
personally rebeive
td implement the
innovation?

10. How did you use,
the innovation?

11.

12.

How much time have
you spent actually
using this'inno-
vation?-

How have you in-
tegrated the inno-
vation into Siour
ongoing programs
and practices?



/CRITERIA 1 CORE QUESTIONS FOR
. DEVELOPERS

CORE QUESTIONS FOR
USERS

User .
satisfaction

Individual,
growth

Organizational
ohange

r,ocietal
effects

13. How would you
characterize
users',overall,
reaction to the
Innovation? What
did tb like. I

bestlifIlat did
they like least?

14. How has the inno-
vation' con-
tributed to the
inclividual growth
of users?

15. How has the inno-
vation contributed
to organizational
changes?

16. HOW would you
summarize the, most
important long-
term contributions
of this innovation
to improving

- society?

13. How would you de-
scribe your overall
reaction to the
innovation? what
did you like best?

..-Wilat.did *you like
'letist?

),

14.' \How has partici-
pating in the
innovation affec-
ted you personally?

15
How has partici-

. pating in the inno-
vation affected
yofir program?- Your
school? Your school
system?

16. How would you
summarize the most
important long-
term contribvtions
of this innofration
to improving
society?

Ka.
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